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ABSTRACT 
This Online Used Car Advertising System will be developed with the 
objectives of utilizing the computer and information technology lo provide an ca y 
and convenient online car searching or car advertising in Malaysia. This system 
transcends across time and space, which means time and space will no longer be 
barriers. Users can search or advertise their cars at a different location and at 
anytime. 
This system i a web-based application to provide car adverti ing and 
searching services. It consists of tw section , namely the u er secti n and the 
admini trator ccti n. er ccti n can be divided int tw part namely the member 
and the non-member section. N n-mcmber can nly view detail f car while 
members can advcrti e their cars, carch a car and u c th ' end email' service that is 
not provided to non-members. Meanwhile, the admini trator se tion will provide the 
administrator with facilitie t manage rec rd fit member , car and car care ' ry 
and als to add admini trat r. 
The web erver f r this yst m i the Internet Information Server II ) 
running under the Mier oft Wind w 20 . I atabasc will be creat .d and stored 
fr m Mier fl L crver while Active ervcr Pa c A P) will be the 111ai11 
pro irammin ' Ian iua re t • .hnolo ' t elev ·lop tJ1 • s st •111 bas id 011 the s st ·111 
rcquir »n nus. 
.. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND TO PROJECT 
Nowadays car plays an important role in human life. Many places are being 
developed and as a result, car becomes an essential need to most of people that can 
afford one. This can be proved as we can see the tremendous increase in number of 
cars on the road. 
Buying a used car is an alternative other than buying a new car. To purchase 
a used car, the buyer can find his ideal car through car dealer , adverti ernent in 
newspapers, personal seller or even through agents. Unfortunately, these kind of 
method always give rise to problems such as time-con urning, limited choice , 
limited information, cost consuming, cheated by agent , etc. T reduce, if not 
eliminate, these problems, providing a web-ba ed u ed car adverti in 1 
of the most effective solutions. 
Used-car advertising system is a web-based y tern where some u er can 
advertise their cars for sale, and at the same time, all w me other u er t find their 
nc 
ideal car according to the information of car pr vidcd. 8 th uycr and cllcr 
benefit from this method of sales. 
At the arne time, due t the r wrn num r f c mpctit rs and the rapid 
development of IT, car dealer have early had the in ten ti n t e rpand their market 
through web-ba ed car adverti ing sy tern. y puttin 1 the inf nnati 11 of th· ars n 
the web, m re u crs .an be attract ·d and this .an in ·1 .asc th ·11 ')1111 ·1111 • ~11 •11pU1 
over others and also incr ·a. ·their sal 'Sand pr fit 
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1.2 OVERVIEW 
Used car advertising system is a database-driven, computerized, and web- 
enabled system that provides information about cars, such as make, model, price, 
year of make, location, transmission, registration number and other descriptions as 
provided by the users who intend to sell the car. The user can be car dealers or 
individuals. In order to convey information to the public, the system also displays the 
photos for each car. 
The system allows its members to gain access and advertise their cars (as an 
owner) or search for their ideal car by browsing through all cars provided in the 
website (as a potential buyer) or do both activities, i.e. as a seller and a a potential 
buyer at the same time. Owners can adverti e their cars in the web site r r nly a fair 
payment. Besides, a search function allows potential buyer t state their preference, 
such as model or any price range, and get a list of car ati fy the criteria given. If 
the potential buyers are satisfied after reading the information of any car, he or she 
can send an email to the owner to make an appointment or to gain further 
information. Loan calculation function a si ts u er by calculatin 1 m nthly payment 
according to the loan amount, loan term and intere t rate. It will help u er t make 
good planning. 
Besides, the system also allows non-member t view the inf nnati n ab ut 
several selected car in the website. thers functi H' arc n t i i I • t th »n uni • 'S 
they re 1 ister a a member and I 'in. This is I ·11 ur .. 111 nnh ·r. ' a I ttnta ' • and nls 
for security purpose . 
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There is also an administrator module, which allows authorized 
administrators to manage information, to keep track of daily activities, and to do 
maintenance of property owner and potential buyer accounts. The administrators are 
also responsible to ensure everything run smoothly and under control. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES 
Used car advertising system is a system which allows its users to advertise 
their car and to search for their ideal car which best suites their preference 
throughout the whole country, on their own, rather than through the traditional car 
dealing companies or agents as practiced in the past. The objectives of this project 
has therefore been set: To design a ystern which enable tran formation f the 
present used-car-trading business into one which utilizes the ever growing IT 
capabilities, i.e. a web-based advertising ystem. The purpo c f thi y tcm i to 
solve the problems faced by the sellers and the buyers in the traditional method. Thi 
system will eliminate the problems of time constraint, limitation in choice, and 
traveling cost. This is achieved since the ystem nly requires the u ers to re · l r a 
buyers or sellers from wherever they can gain acce t the Internet at their lei ur . 
In this system, sellers can advertise their u ed car by pr vidin ' related 
information and photos in the forms provided. All inf rrnation will e tored in a 
database and then shown to the user in an anractiv • a11 uitablc wa . p t ·ntial 
buyer can u c the email function pr vid 'db th· s 't ·111 to 1ui11 'f 11tn t with the 
seller fi r the car that they arc int .resr ·d i11. 
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The system will contain a database that store tables of data regarding the car, 
with categories such as model and make. At the same time, this database will also 
include a table for user particulars, i.e. the membership system. It is essential for the 
login procedure of the system. The system also provides a user-friendly environment 
by using Graphical User Interface (GUI) approach, so it is easy for users to use and 
understand the system. Additional features such as the search function can also 
make the system more hassle-free for users. 
1.4 SCOPE 
• The project will focus on used cars intended for sale in Malaysia. 
• Members can advertise their cars for sale or find their ideal car from th e 
advertised cars. There can be a situation where a user is both a eller and a 
potential buyer at the same time. 
• Non-member can view information about several cars in the website. 
• There is an administrator module in the system t coordinate any online 
transaction. The administrator i able to keep track the car wn ·r and potential 
buyers accounts and make sure it is updated. 
• The system enables potential buyers to contact with the car wner thr u h 
email. Any other personal contact or agreement betw en potential bu er and car 
owners are not under sy tern control. 
• All the payments will be done offliue, wh ·r · m nnl irs wit ' ant to ad ·(Ii, c 
their car have to do the pa mc111 within a 1 ca m1bl • pct 1 I s lhnl th •11 ·~11 
advcrti in 'can be c ruinu .d. 
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1.5 IMPORTANCE 
• Save potential buyers' time 
Potential buyers can search for their ideal car by browsing through various types 
of cars and make consideration according to the information given. They no 
longer need to go to multiple companies to find their ideal car without knowing 
any choices or information. 
• Save potential buyers' traveling cost 
From the potential buyers perspective, this system would be able to help them 
find their ideal car without traveling from place to place. Besides that, they can 
also get the information especially the market price according to the car make, 
model, year of make, etc. Thi is very important for them to prevent exploitati n 
by agents who put higher price for the car, and so they will make wi er decision 
• Provide larger market 
From the car dealers and personal car owners' perspective, thi system will be 
able to help them expand their market, and also shorten the time to sell a car. The 
car can be introduced to more people ince the car inf nnati 11 can be brained 
through the Internet at low cost. Market size will n longer be limitc t 
geographical constraint. 
• Save individual seller ' m ney 
Those individual seller can advcrti 'C their car y pa Ill J nl fi r the period I 
time selected. The payment rate is ch ap •r than th· pa rn •111 mt· for th· a •11ts in 
most cases, which mi iht be lcn nhcncd f1111h ·r if I •ss p ·01 I· kn v about th • ·ar 
causinu delay to date f su · .cssful : al'. 
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• Increase users' choices by collecting information of all available used cars 
available for sale. Instead of visiting car dealers' company, users can choose used 
car provided by individual owners all over Malaysia. Availability of more 
choices enables users to do comparison and make better decision. 
1.6 DEFINITIONS 
Below are the definitions of some terms that are used in this project: 
• Potential buyer 
Refer to someone that has high possibility to buy something. In thi project, 
potential buyer refers to someone that has interest to buy a car. 
• Authorized user 
Someone that is given authority or right to use omething, in thi ca e, the 
system. 
• Used car 
Cars that have been used and are no longer in new conditi n. 
• Field searching 
Ability to limit a search by requiring word r pha c t appear 111 a pccific field 
of documents. 
• Authentication 
The computer ecurity proce of crif i111 au ser ' idcntit or the u scr's 
eli ibility 10 access network re our 'S. 
• Internet 
The vast collection of int T- ionu · ·t .d networks thnt all use th· T 'I /IP p1otm: ils 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 ROLE OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
The main purpose of the literature review is to guide students or researchers 
using the best way to access and analyze information regarding their research topic. 
It also helps the students to recognize relevant information, hence synthesize and 
evaluate it according to the guiding concept. It helps students to develop their 
information seeking and critical appraisal skill. 
2.2 APPROACH TO LITERATURE REVIEW 
Information is essential to do a good research or analy i . For this project, 
several techniques have been taken to seek information. The c technique are as 
follow: 
• Search information from the Internet 
Internet is the main source of information. Relevant information on web 
application, client-server and programming tool arc analyzed. urrent on line car 
advertising systems are also viewed and compar d. Many idea can be gained by 
browsing current systems that are available in the Internet. 
• Do analysis on the past year final year project 
Several past year final year project have been tudicd in order t ram me 
skills on software development and as guidance in tern de i >11 <Uld 
requirement . 
• Ref er to newspapers and ma iazin ·s 
I 
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Reference on the latest newspapers such as New Straits Time, magazines and 
some car catalogs is one of the techniques to get information for the project. 
• Have discussions with friends and lecturer 
Useful advice and ideas have been given by the lecturer during every meeting. It 
is important to use those advice and ideas as a guideline when carrying out the 
system development process. Suggestions given by friends are also useful 
throughout the development of project. 
2.3 FINDINGS 
2.3.1 CURRENT ONLINE CAR ADVERTISING SYSTEM 
• Carsales.com.au 
Carsales.com.au Ltd. is an independently owned company whose mi 1011 m 
life is to bring users the best Automotive cla sified website in Australia. 
This website is designed to provide visitors with numerous funcu n uch a 
advertise a car, find a used car, find a new car, sell car privately value a car 
search a car, etc. Cars are Listed with photos and full pa e f inf rmation. If the 
user finds a dealer's car and interested in it, the y tern will take the u er' d tail 
and immediately pass it to the dealer wh i ellin the car. e ides, an email 
containing the dealer's details will al o be ent t the user. If a u er i intere ted 
in a private car, the u er can call the advcrti er dire ti. r u c th' tent's 
enquiry service to 1et in touch with the sell ·r vin •mail. F rs .llin ' .urs 
privately, a private adverti emcru is pri .cd .u I and th ad ·1 tis ·111 ·111 r »naius 
live until the car i . old. 'I h w ·h. it" al pro 
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can get a market value for most second hand cars in Australia. Users also can use 
the search function, be it a 'search by model' or 'search by lifestyle', to look for 
a car. 
Carsales.com.au is very popular since record shows that it is attracting 
200,000 unique visitors per month. It really does very well in advertising work 
on car sales. 
Bendigo Car Sales (www.bgocarsales.com) 
This website provides second hand car sales. AU cars can be viewed 
according to the dealers. All information about the car, dealers' contact 
information, and a photo of the car is provided. 
There is also a search facility where user can do a car searching throu ih a 
form containing information such as keyword, price, year, body and etc. ars 
that match the information submitted will be Ii ted and available for further 
information. Bendigo Car Sales has an online trade in quote-related inf rmation 
about their car for sale and the car that they are intere ted in. A loan calculator 
function was provided to be a guide and it helps u er calculate monthly 
payments according to the loan amount, loan term and interc t rate. 
• thecarexperience.com 
• 
thecarexperience.com provides a uite oft I t help dealer get rn re 
customers, more ale , and devel p the kills and kn wlcd zc f d ·al rs t 
ucceed in the new economy. It pr vidc unlimited u 'W and us ·d u I .ads 
weekly uploadin > f u d-car inv int , and ·r at · lir · ·t Ii11 s to th d •;II •1 's 
we ite. 
) 
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Search function is provided for the users whether to do searching according 
to the dealer or by car make. When using 'searching according to the dealer', a 
number of dealer's logos are listed and the user can click on any of them to get a 
list of new and used cars provided by the dealer. Details can be viewed, including 
6 photos. Those car photos are presented in an interesting way and this will help 
to attract customers. 'Searching by car make' almost does the same thing, and the 
difference is only that those cars are listed according to the make that has been 
chosen. If the user is interested in the car being advertised, he or she can send a 
message to the seller for the selected car. This provided service will help users 
gain contact with the seller. 
thecarexperience.com allows users to ell their car by putting advertisem nl 
in the website. Users can choose to advertise their car for a period f time like 90 
days or until sold. Users have to pay for the services pr vided. 
Apart from that, this website also allows users to use "wanted ubmis i n 
form" if users cannot find a suitable car from the website. The ar xpencnce 
will assist the user to find the car that they requested by a111m the c opcrati n 
from over l 000 dealers, brokers and a ociate . 
• Autoworld (www.autoworld.com.rnx) 
Autoworld is one of the web-based nline u ed car adverti in 1 sy tern [i und 
in Malay ia. This website pr vide us r fa ilities su 'h a car ad 'rti 'in ) , 
mot rbikc adverti in 1 and al o acces ries s •llin 1 
are allowed t upload up t • pi ·tur ·s ·111d it is pr id .d 
view the inf rrnation f th ars u "rs .an » pie r it l m m 1 • >r I deal ·1. t\ 
I() 
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quick search function is also provided. One of the strength of this system is that 
the information provided is very details. Others than the car information, the 
information of the owner is also provided so that the users can contact the seller 
directly if they are really interested in a particular car. Besides, several related 
links such as Internet Banking is also provided. 
2.3.2 CLIENT-SERVER COMPUTING 
ln its most fundamental form, client/server involves a software entity (client) 
making a specific request, which is fulfilled, by another software entity (server). 
Figure 1 ilJustrates the client/server exchange. The client process sends a request to 
the server. The server interprets the me sage and then attemp to fulfill the reque t. 
In order to fulfill the request, the server may have to refer to a knowledge source 
(database), process data (perform calculation ), c ntrol a peripheral, or make an 
additional request of another server. ln many type of architecture, a client can make 
requests to multiple servers and a server can service multiple client . 
Oient .- Server 
(Requester; odf (Attern pts to fulfill 
request) 
----1.-... Request 
AeSJlt 
KnoviAedQe Source 
Q.e. database) 
Processing 
Q .e. loglc d c rul atlons) 
~111ce 
Q.e.prlnt .perljner S1 Ing) 
Services 
Q .e. aconona requests to oner 
servers) 
It i impoi ta111 to under taud that the rclau 11 ship b ·t ''11 ·Ii 'Ill au I s 11 ·1 rn 
a command/control r lati nship, In an 1i ·11 ·lrnu' , th • •h ·nt initi 1lcs th· 
11 
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request and the server responds accordingly. A server cannot initiate dialog with 
clients. Since the client and server are software entities, they can be located on any 
appropriate hardware. A client process, for instance, could be resident on a network 
server hardware, and request data from a server process running on another server 
hardware or even on a PC. In another scenario, the client and server processes can be 
located on the same physical hardware box. 
Architecture Types 
We will focus on the most popular forms of implementation of two-tier and 
three-tier client/server computing systems. 
• Two-tier Architecture 
In general, the user system interface client invoke ervices from the 
database management server. In many two-tier design , most of the 
application portion of processing is in the client environment. The database 
management server usually provides the portion of the pr cessing related t 
accessing data ( often implemented in tore procedure ). lieut c mm nly 
communicate with the server through taternent r a call-level 
interface. It should be noted that connectivity between tier c uld be 
dynamically changed depending upon the u er' r quest f r data and ervrcc . 
Two Tiers 
User ~on ltierface 
+Some Proce3aing 
Mana1emri 
Dlt&.basc MallqMt ri 
+Some Jlr(l(e:t:iiiO 
MlrlOGcmml 
Fi iur 2.2: Two-Ti ·r Ii 'lit , •1 1\1 .lut · ·1111 • 
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• Three tier architecture 
A three tier distributed client/server architecture includes a user 
system interface top tier where user services (such as session, text input, 
dialog, and display management) reside. 
The third tier provides database management functionality and is 
dedicated to data and file services that can be optimized without using any 
proprietary database management system languages. The data management 
component ensures that the data is consistent throughout the distributed 
environment through the use of features such as data locking, consistency, 
and replication. It should be noted that connectivity between tiers could be 
dynamically changed depending upon the user's request for data and ervice . 
The middle tier provides process management services (such a 
process development, process enactment, proces monitoring, and proce 
resourcing) that are shared by multiple applications. The middle tier crver 
(also referred to as the application server) improves pert! rmance, flexibility, 
maintainability, reusability, and scalability by centralizin proccs I gic. In 
addition, the middle process management tier c ntrol tran cti 11 and 
asynchronous queuing to ensure reliable completi 11 of tran actions. 
Three Tiers 
US'U'~ lntaf...c 
rat hue ·ltu • 
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2.3.3 WEB APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE 
Web architecture can also evolve from the client server application but 
needs extensive planning and is no simple task. Web applications use Internet 
protocols such as TCP/IP, HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and HyperText 
Markup Language (HTML) for implementation display and networking protocol to 
achieve architecture that are robust, scalable and that can accommodate rapidly 
changing technology. 
2.3.4 WEB-BASED APPLICATION 
A typical web-based application, by its browser/server nature, follows the 
two- or n-tier model. Applications designed for the World Wide Web place the 
least number of the applications on the client, and keep all the processing 
centralized on one or more servers. The following Figure 4 sh w the Web-based 
Applications: 
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2.3.5 WEB BROWSER 
The Web Browser is the cLient program that users run on their local machine 
llWdle Tia" 
, ...... ~ .. q, .... : .......... 
to gain access to a Web Server. It is a user-interface or document-pre entati n t I. It 
Applintion. Suvu 
only knows how to take the information from the server and pre ent it to the u er. It 
Figure 2.4: The Web-based Application 
is also able to capture data entry made into a fl rm and gel th inf rmati n back t 
the server for processing. Web brow ers are multimedia enabled. The can pr ce · 
text, graphics, audio and video, which are marked up or mbeddcd in I lTML 
documents. One of the powerful features f HTML d cumcnt i the fun ti 11 C 
hyperlinks. 
urrcntly, the 111 , l popular l r ws irs arc N ·ts ·:11 ' Na ipat )r/ ' 111111111ii ·att r 
and Micro on Intern ., F pier ·r. Th' featur .s r H l ro s 'I's r ,, arc hn \ ·:p Hid I I 
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to encompass the ability to access other Internet services in addition to the World 
Wide Web. 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 
Microsoft Internet Explorer (Internet Explorer or I for short) is a 
graphical web browser which enables a user to fully experience the hypertext, 
photographs, sound, video, etc. that are available on the World Wide Web. 
Internet Explorer utilizes "point-and-click" technology to select 
hypertext links and uses drop-down menus and toolbar buttons to navigate 
and access resources on the Intemet. 
Internet Explorer was developed by the Microsoft orporation and 
can be used on PCs running Windows 3. I r better, r n Macinto h y rem .. 
Netscape Navigator 
Netscape Navigator i one of the be t web brow er available. It 
provides the user with brilliant graphics, sophisticated page layout and hi zh 
speed downloads. The Netscape Navigator rive au er the ability to r ad and 
send e-mail, transfer file (FTP), or read and p t en I news. It can also be 
configured to access new media type , uch a vid , r nm th r 
applications within the browser thr u zh Helper Applicati n or Plu 1i11s. 
• 
2.3.6 PROGRAMMING TOOLS 
2.3.6.1 Client-Side Pro~n1mminc 1.~uai:m1i:c 
I( 
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2.3.6.1. l JavaScript 
A scripting language developed by Netscape to enable Web authors to 
design interactive sites. Although it shares many of the features and 
structures of the full Java language, it was developed independently. 
JavaScript can interact with HTML source code, enabling Web authors to 
spice up their sites with dynamic content. JavaScript is endorsed by a number 
of software companies and is an open language that anyone can use without 
purchasing a license. JavaScript code can be imbedded in HTML pages and 
interpreted by the Web browser (or client). JavaScript can also be run at the 
server, as in Microsoft's Active Server Pages, before the page is sent to the 
requestor. Both Microsoft and Netscape browsers support Java cript, but 
sometimes in slightly different ways. It is supported by recent br w er from 
Netscape and Microsoft, though Internet Explorer supp rt nly a ub et, 
which Microsoft calls Jscript. 
2.3.6.1.2 VBScript 
VB cript is a lightweight ver ion f Visual asic de igned 
specifically for scripting applications that can b d wnl aded and run a part 
of the HTML code that comprise Web page . V cript i an alternative to 
Java Script and P RL, and will run aero multiple platform , includin 
Window , Macintosh, and ni . V cript will e supported in Mi r oft 
own browser implementation , in ludin 1 1111 iru ·t E cpl r ·r and th · 1111 •111 •1 
Add-on for Windows 5. 
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2.3.6.1.3 HTML 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is the set of markup symbols or 
codes inserted in a file intended for display on a World Wide Web browser 
page. The markup tells the Web browser how to display a Web page's words 
and images for the user. Each individual markup code is referred to as an 
element (but many people also refer to it as a tag). Some elements come in 
pairs that indicate when some display effect is to begin and when it is to end. 
HTML is a formal Recommendation by the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) and is generally adhered to by the major browsers, 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer and Netscape's Navigator, which also provide 
some additional non-standard code . However, both Internet xpl rer and 
Netscape implement some features differently and provide non-standard 
extensions. Web developers using the more advanced features of HTML 4 
may have to design pages for both browsers and send out the appropriate 
version to a user. Significant feature in HTM 4 are sometimes described in 
general as dynamic HTML. What is sometime referred t a HTML 5 i an 
extensible form of HTML called xtensible Hypertext Markup an ua c 
(XHTML). 
2.3.6.2 SERVER-SIDE PROGRAMMING LANGUA ,.E 
2.3.6.2. l Active erver Page 
M icr s fl Active erv ·r Pa 1 s ( /\. · P is a s ir er-sid ' s ·1 ipt i11p 
environment that you can use to create 111t' ,1 ·ti • W •b r n ' s and build 
powerful w b appli ati ll . Wh 'II thc : ·r ·r r .. ·i '$ :11 \ 111 ·st r I an /\SI 
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file, it processes server-side scripts contained in the file to build the Web 
page that is sent to the browser. In addition to server-side scripts, ASP files 
can contain HTML (including related client-side scripts) as well as calls to 
COM components that perform a variety of tasks, such as connecting to a 
database or processing business logic. 
Some related facts: 
• ASP is free for Windows NT, or Windows95/98 - Internet lnformation 
Server 3.0 had the first ASP with all its essential features. IIS4 (also 
called NT OPTION PACK 4) contains the latest A P and all its goodie . 
• ASP scripts can be tested offline with Personal Web Server (PW ) on 
Windows95/98. 
• ASP code is mixed within HTML on a page - it doe not need to be 
compiled separately or deployed. HTM c ders can ju t add A P 
commands to their page freely. 
• ASP scripts are pure ASCII and can be edited with Notepad r m re 
sophisticated tools like Visual Inter cv. 
• ASP code is not biased towards any browser it run n the erver and 
can serve up pure HTML t any brow er even ne that upp rt 11 
scripting. 
• ASP can allow br w er user· t manipulate databa c 
mana zc fr rn any r wscr b s ~, i11 up l lTML ' ith Al 
I 'W, dit, 
lnt:.i 
object) and all win 1 I lTML w ·b pa 1 '. I, 1 ·11 'l';tt dnlah s · 111 I 11 •s 
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which the server takes care of. Server databases can be from any vendor 
as long as an OLEDB or ODBC driver is available. 
• ASP supports server components built with other languages. People 
familiar with Java, C++, Visual Basic and Delphi can assemble their 
compiled code easily into a component that HTML programmers can call 
within their ASP page. 
• ASP supports VBScript syntax or Jscript syntax upon initial installation. 
VBscript is the most popular way most users code because it is simpler 
than J script. 
2.3.7 SE.RYER TYPE 
There are many types of different server used in the marketplace today. 
They can be categorized and below are some of the cate ory: 
2.3.7.1 Web Server 
Web servers allow user to serve content over the Internet u ing the Hyper 
Text Markup Language (HTML). The Web erver accept reque t fr m brow er 
like Netscape and Internet ... xplorer and then return the appr priatc I ITM 
documents. A number of erver-side technolo ie can be u ed I increase the p wer 
of d1e server beyond its ability to deliver tandard HTML page · the e include 
scripts, server-side include , L ccurity, and A tivc irvcr I a • ·s /\ Ps . 
• Internet Information irv •1· (llS) 
Micro ft Internet Inf rmati n S ·1 • I IS 1 • built 1111< th' Mi ·ms JI 
Window NT Server opcraun ' . t 'Ill It was cl ·si1 11 ' I t I •II •1 a \ 1 I 
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range of lntranets and the Internet server capabilities for corporate. IIS can be 
used alone as a Web server, or in conjunction with compatible technologies 
to set up Internet corrunerce, to access and manipulate data from a variety of 
data sources, and to build Web applications that take advantage of server 
script and component code to deliver client-server functionality. 
2.3. 7.2 Application Server 
Application servers, whatever their function, occupy a large chunk of 
computing territory between database servers and the end user. Most broadly, this 
"country" is called "middleware" and that tells you something about what application 
servers do. First and foremost, application servers connect database information 
(usually corning from a databa e server) and the end-user or client program ( ftcn 
running in a Web browser). There are many reasons for having an intermediate 
player in this connection -- among other things, a desire t decrease the ize and 
complexity of client programs, the need to cache and control the data flow for better 
performance, and a requirement to provide security f r both data and u er traffic. 
Application servers have different roles, and not very c mpany require U1c 
same functionality. Scalability is a good example. ome c mpanie mi 1t want an 
application server that simply helps them r anize their application f r the Web, 
give them better control over the busine s logic they c ntain, and make it ea sier t 
monitor and secure the data. ther rnpanic , espe iall bi 1 ncs, d 11c ·d t 
mana 1e thou and of ervcr . For them, the • .ulabilit or ;111 apph atit 11 s ·1 ·r is 
crucial. o some applicati n crv ·r' fcatur · s al btlit 1 th n s fi·atu1 th ·r thiups, 
ands me try to do eve thin 1• 
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2.3. 7.3 Proxy Server 
Schematically, a proxy server sits between a client program (typicaUy a Web 
browser) and some external server (typically another server on the Web). The proxy 
server can monitor and intercept any and all requests being sent to the external server 
or that comes in from the Internet connection. This positioning gives the proxy 
server three key capabilities: filtering requests, improving performance, and sharing 
connections. 
Filtering requests is the security function and the original reason for having a 
proxy server. Proxy servers can inspect all traffic (in and out) over an Internet 
connection and determine if there is anything that should be denied transmission, 
reception, or access. Since this filtering cuts both ways, a proxy server can be u ed t 
keep users out of particular Web sites (by monitoring for specific URLs) or re trict 
unauthorized access to the internal network by authenticating u er . A proxy can al o 
examine the content of transmissions for "inappropriate" words or can for virusc , 
although this may impose serious overhead on performance. 
The other aspect of proxy servers, improving performance, i far le 
controversial. This capability is usually called proxy ervcr cachin . In implc t 
terms, the proxy server analyzes user requests and determine which if an should 
have the content stored temporarily for immediate acce . lf a page i reque ted 
repeatedly, the proxy erver would cache it Ci r immediate deliver t th' W ·b 
br W Cr. ache management j a bi 1 part f man pr ' .er 'I '1 :tlld it is i111p I lillll 
to c n idcr h w easily th ca he an b nm .d a11d f r h 111 it 1 1 o i I •s th ' 111 i-;t 
benefit. 
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Some proxy servers, particularly those targeted at small business, provide a 
means for sharing a single Internet connection among a number of workstations. 
While this has practical limits in performance, it can still be a very effective and 
inexpensive way to provide Internet services, such as e-mail, throughout an office. 
2.3. 7.4 Mail Server 
E-mail is generally considered the most important service provided by the 
Internet, which makes servers that move and store mail, Mail Server, a crucial piece 
of software. For Internet mail servers, a very important factor is the support of 
standards. The major protocols are SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) for 
outgoing mail and POP3 (Post Office Protocol) for incoming mail. The highJy 
publicized viruses that attack through e-mail clients have put the potlight n e-mail 
as a vulnerable point in an enterprise's firewall. In response, mail server vendor 
(along with major client vendors such as Microsoft) have begun pr ducing add-ons 
and built-in features that will help to scan mail, segregate que tionable me age , 
and deal with viruses and spam. 
2.3. 7.5 Database Server 
The database server plays a vital role in Internet appli ati 11 devel pment. 
The database server can be used to tore, earch and retrieve information that were 
stored in a database. 
2.3. 7.6 Certificate Server 
The certificate crver wa developed t h 11 cusur · data int • 1n1 fc)t th · w b 
site or applications. ata int 1rit i. mp · id f parts. 111 th lit st pn1 I, Ii 111 and 
server authentication, it help case U1e p off lr 'Ii 11! an I s •1 'I' Huth "'11l1 .auou 
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and then issuing digital certificates for legal vendor. The second part, maintaining 
data integrity over the Internet, is to ensure data protection while information is 
being transferred from web server to client browser. 
2.3. 7. 7 Firewall 
A firewall is a set of related programs, located at a network gateway server 
that protects the resources of a private network from users from other networks. (The 
term also implies the security policy that is used with the programs.) An enterprise 
with an intranet that allows its workers access to the wider Internet installs a firewall 
to prevent outsiders from accessing its own private data resources and for controlling 
what outside resources its own users have access to. A firewall is often installed in a 
specially designated computer separate from the rest f the network o that n 
incoming request can get directly at private network resources. 
2.3.8 DAT ABASE 
Database is a shared collection of logically related data, de igned t meet the 
information needs of an organization. 
2.3.8.1 Microsoft SOL Server 2000 
SQL Server 2000 provides agility to data management and analy i . Fr ma 
data management and analysis perspective, it i critical to tum raw data int bu ine 
intelligence and take full advantag f the pp rtuniti ·' present .d b the W .b, /\ 
complete databa e and data analysi 
development of a new reneration of ·111 ·rµri' - .lass bu ·in sss ap1 Ii ·at ions 11 1: a 
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fully Web-enabled database product, providing core support for Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) and the ability to query across the Internet and beyond the firewall. 
2.3.9 OTHERS 
2.3.9.1 Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
Windows 2000 Professional is the Windows operating system for business 
desktop and laptop systems. It is used to run software applications, connect to 
Internet and intranet sites, and access files, printers, and network resources. 
Built on Windows NT® technology and the easy-to-use, familiar Windows 
98 user interface, Windows 2000 Professional gives business users increased 
flexibility. The integrated Web capabilitie let you connect to the Internet fr m 
anywhere, at anytime-giving your company access to host of flexible, cost- 
effective communications options. In addition, broad peripheral and mobile 
computer support make Windows 2000 Professional an ideal operating system for a 
workforce that increasingly relies on notebook computers. 
2.3.9.2 SOL 
Over the last few years, Structured uery Langua >e, r ha bee me the 
standard relational database language. The American National tandard Jn titute 
(ANSI) defined a standard for S L. More than I 00 databa e mana rement y tem 
now support SQL, running n various hardware plat r rm' fr 111 p arsenal mput xs 
to mainframe . 
bjectivc f I : 
• rcate the database and rclati n stru .tur s 
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• Perform basic data management tasks, such as the insertion, modification, 
and deletion of data from the relations. 
• Perform both simple and complex queries to transform the raw data into 
Information. 
SQL is an example of a transform-oriented language, or a language designed 
to use relations to transform inputs into required outputs. As a language, S L has 
two major components: A Data Definition Language (DDL) for defining the 
database structure and A Data Manipulation Language (DML) for retrieving and 
updating data. 
Below are the available SQL DML statements: 
• SELECT To query data in the database 
• £NSERT 
• UPDATE 
• DELETE 
To insert data into a table 
To update data in a table 
To delete data from a table 
2.4 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE 
From the research through Internet, it is not difficult to c me acr au nlinc 
used car advertising system. These kinds of sy terns are n t c mm n in Mala . ia. 
Most of the web sites about used car advertising sy tern are for ver ea c unrries. 
From the analysis of current web ites, nc feature that .an b f und is that 
most of the web ire pr vidc crvices such a' .ar ad 1 ti 'in 1 '(ell s iar ·h111 ', i ., 
cars by model r price and 1m111 others. I low' -r, s 
trade-in services, loan calculat ion, aura 'li pi nur . ith .·p · ·i~11 illc 'ts a11 I ·ar 
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searching from other related sites' services for their users to enhance the 
functionality of the site. 
As a summary, an online used car advertising system should provide some 
basic services such as car advertising, car searching and also provide contact within 
the potential buyer and the seller. However, some extra services such as trade-in 
service and loan calculation service can be added in order to gain competitive edge 
over other related web sites. Besides, a deeper understanding about those 
technologies is gained after the analysis had been done for the collected information. 
2.5 RELATIONSHIP TO PROPOSED PRO.JECT 
By exploring a lot of different online u ed car advertising web ite that are 
currently available, information and knowledge can be gained. All advantage and 
goal points of these web sites will be incorporated int the development of the 
proposed system after some consideration about the feasibility. At the same time, the 
disadvantages that was found from these current web ires will be avoided a much 
as possible. 
After collecting the information about web-ba cd applicati n, web br w er, 
programming tools, server types and databa e management y tern, c mpari on 
among all those available choices can be done. A a re ult, a better electi n can be 
made in choosing programming t I , erv r r (her related a pc t t be us ·d i11 
the propo ed y tern. A au e ample, the pr p id s st '111 will us· ASP h • aus • r 
the features pr vided and hi h uitabilit f A P to th · s st in. It i11 lull •s 
performance, ccurity and relative! low o t. 13c. ides, it is :lls) ""•II supp 11 •d h 
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Internet Information Server, VBScript, and Jscript. 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY 
3.1 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
Used car advertising system is a system that lets users advertise and find a 
used car in the Internet rather than doing so through the traditional car dealers' 
companies or through agents that are available in the market as in the past. It will see 
a transformation from the manual car selling and searching, to the electronic car 
selling and searching, made available in the Internet. This system will eliminate the 
problems of time, limited choices and traveling cost faced by the traditional method 
since users need only to register as a member. 
The system will be able to let the users act as the sellers to advertise their 
used cars by providing related information and ph tos; as well a the p tential buyer 
to find a suitable car for them from the system. Member of the ystem can edit their 
profiles or their car information anytime. Potential buyers can u e the email function 
provided by the system to gain contact with the seller of the car that they are 
interested in. 
The system will contain database that will c 11tai11 table ab ut informati n of 
the car and their categories and also the table f r u er particular , which i the 
membership system. The system also provide u er-friendly interface by u in 1 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) approach so that it i easier for the u ers t u e and 
understand the system. 
Be ide that, the y tern will ha c th • s ar It 
to earch for the item in the system and a loan al ·ulati 
t) 
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3.2 DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
The waterfall model with prototyping has been chosen as the system process 
model. Figure 3 .1 below shows the waterfall model with prototyping. 
Requirements 
Analysis .................................................................................................................. 
Validate 
System 
Design 
Program 
Design 
j 
l 
1· 
! : 
l 
: 
i t: 
Prototyping 
Verify 1 
Coding 
Unit and 
Integration 
Testing 
y tern 
Te ting 
Acceptance 
Te ting 
pcration and 
Maint '!Ian · • 
Figure 3.1: Wat rfall mod ·I with pr 1 t 
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This system process model contains 8 phases, which are the requirement 
analysis, system design, program design, coding, unit and integration testing, system 
testing, acceptance testing and operation and maintenance. 
The first phase in this methodology is requirement analysis, which requires 
information gathering. A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of 
something the system is capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. 
This is the phase where researches and surveys are done. The results of the 
requirements analysis process are two documents: one for the customers to capture 
their needs and the other for the designers to explain the problem in technical term . 
The next phase is the system design. Design is the creative process of 
transforming the problem into a solution. The de cription of oluti n i al called 
design. Once the requirements are defined, a system design will be created to meet 
the requirements. The system design will describe the whole y tern features, 
functions and interactions. 
Program design is the 3rd phase in the methodology. The overall y tern 
design is used to generate the designs of the individual pro zrarns involved. It i 
designing the system modules or individual program nc by ne without any 
integration. The next phase is the coding. Thi pha e will build up all program by 
using selected programming language and application development tool following 
the design specification. 
The pha c after the codin 1 pha c i th' unit and int · mui >1Hc. tin ' pitas ·. Th · 
purp se f unit tc tin 1 is to cnsur tha: ea ·h module b •lt;i • acc rdiu t to th· 
pecification defined durin 1 pro tram desi 111 pha: •. It ·11 · ' s .. l ·It iod d 111( \111 • HH 
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the presence of bugs. Later, the system will be built by adding one piece to the next 
until the entire system is operational. 
The next phase, system testing, involves a test of the whole system to make 
sure that the functions and interfaces specified initially have been implemented 
properly. The phase after system testing is the acceptance-testing phase. This phase 
is to ensure that the system built meet the requirements and the project objectives. 
The last phase is the operation and maintenance phase. After the system is accepted, 
it will be delivered, and maintenance will be provided if anything goes wrong, or if 
needs and requirements have changed. 
The waterfall model with prototyping is chosen because waterfall model can 
suggest to the developer the sequence of event they h uld expect to encounter. It 
can be very useful in helping developers lay out what they need to do and developer 
also can gauge how close the project is to completion at a given point in time. Thi 
model also enables developers to make necessary preparation for the c ming pha c. 
Prototyping is used with waterfall model becau e it can help the developer 
to enhance their understanding about the system. Pr totype i a partially developed 
product that enables customers and developers to examine me a pect f the 
proposed system and decide if it is suitable or appropriate for the finished pr duct. 
For example, developers may build a system to implement a mall porti 11 f ome 
key requirements to ensure that the requirement ar · on i t 'Ill, f ·a siblc, and 
practical. 
The protorypin approach i bas id on th· pr enuse that us irs d not k11 >" 
exactly what they want until the actuall ha e a hanc · to s ic and w .rk with th· 
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system or part of the system. The system developers then build the system using the 
feedback supplied by the users. 
There are two approaches to prototyping: evolutionary and throwaway. A 
throwaway prototype is a software developed to learn more about a problem or 
explore the feasibility or desirability of possible solutions. A throwaway prototype is 
exploratory, and it is not intended to be used as an actual part of the delivered 
software. On the other hand, an evolutionary prototype is developed to learn about a 
problem and form the basis for some or all of the delivered software. Once the 
requisite knowledge is gained, the prototype is then adapted to satisfy the better 
understood needs. 
The reasons why the prototype methodology is important are how bel w. 
• Requirements are often poorly understood. 
• Requirements usually change during the development process. 
• Current requirements remain only partially understood until after users have 
had an actual opportunity to use a system. 
For the proposed system prototype, it will be presented t the car dealer t 
let them see and work with the system or part of the sy tern. eedback upplicd by 
them will be used to make correction or modification in order t fulfill u er and 
system requirements. 
There are also two important activitie a depicted in fi zurc . l i.c. 
validation and vcrificati 11. Validation ensures that th· · t ·111 ha; impl ·111 ·11t ·cl all of 
the requirement , o that each sy tetn functi n 'all e Ira· ·d la to a p u li ulur 
requirement in the pecification. Vcrificati 11 ensur '. that •a ·h fun ti 11 wor s 
u 
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correctly. That is, validation makes sure that the developer is building the right 
product (according to the specification) while verification checks the quality of the 
implementation. 
3.3 RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
I intend to use the waterfall model with prototyping because of some 
characteristics and advantages gained by using it. Below are the advantages gained in 
using this methodology: 
• It presents a very high-level view of what is going on during development, 
and it suggests the sequence of events a developer should expect to 
encounter. 
• It is very useful in helping developers lay out what need to be done. 
• Its simplicity makes it easy to explain t others who are not familiar with 
software development. 
• It makes explicitly which intermediate products are necessary in order to 
begin the next stage of development. 
• The subprocess, i.e. prototyping, can help to exam in me a peels f the 
proposed system and decide if it is suitable. 
• Prototyping helps to reduce cost by discovering the problem of con i tency 
and feasibility of the y tern at the earlier 'ta ic rather at the m ·t · ·U ht 'C 
3.4 REQUIRl~,MENT 
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Requirements analysis is a very important phase in ensuring success of a 
system. This is because the acceptability of the system after it has been developed all 
depends on how well it meets the users' needs, and how well it supports the work to 
be automated. The system will not meet the expectation if a system analyst docs not 
realize the user requirement for the system. The analysis from literature review, that 
includes analysis of some available systems, and other studies will help to determine 
a set of system requirements for the onJine used car advertising system. 
The process of determining the requirements for the system begin with the 
information and system related materials collecting. Figure 3.2 below show the 
steps of the requirements analysis. 
Information Gathering 
11' 
Information Analysi 
' . 
Requirements Identification 
~· 
System Requirements 
Figure 3.2: Proces f determinin sys tern r quircmcnts 
• Information athering 
information collected throu h re earch via new paper, Int ern ·t an I 
• Information Analy is 
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Analyze collected information or materials and identify functions provided 
by other related systems. Effectiveness and importance of the functions is 
recognized. 
• Requirements Identification 
Requirements of the proposed system should be identified by using the 
knowledge gained from the earlier analysis. 
• System Requirements 
A set of system requirements, which includes functional or non-functional 
requirements that have been identified, will be used throughout the 
development of the system. 
3.4.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Functional requirements describe an interaction between the system and its 
environment. It can be categorized into three sections. These sections are Member 
Modules, Non-Member Modules and Admini tration Modules. 
ystem Users 
t i 
Admini trat r 
i 
Adrnini tratiou M dule 
+ Registered 
i 
Member Module 
Non-Regi tered 
i 
Non-Member M dule 
l·i rure 3.3: T pcs )f st ·111 Users 
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3.4.1. I MEMBER MODULES 
• Login Module 
Enable member to login to the system with their valid email and password. 
• Forgot Password Module 
If member forgot their password, they can use this module to get an email, 
which contain their password after they enter their valid email. 
• Vehicle Advertise Module 
This module enables members to enter their car information in the system 
through the car advertising form. 
• Car Information Module 
This module enables members to view full information of the car , which 
were advertised for sale. Information such as car photo, model, year of make 
and etc. are provided. 
• Email Module 
This module enables members to send email to the owner of the car that they 
are interested in to get further information or make any arrangement and 
appointment. 
• Search Module 
This module enable members to earch for tho e car that they ar intere led 
in according t a few criteria uch as make, in dcl, pric ', I cat. 11 and .ar f 
make. 
• Vehicle Editin Module 
This m dule enable member t .hauuc th ·ir "hi ·I •'s i11fo1111~lli< 11 
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• Profile Editing Module 
This module is used for members to change their personal/company 
information. 
• Loan Calculation Module 
This module allows members to use it to calculate monthly payment 
according to the loan amount, loan term and interest rate. 
• Contact Module 
This module enables members to make contact with the system's 
administrator or the company. 
3.4.1.2 NON-MEMBER MODULES 
• Registration Module 
This module allows non-member users to register a a member of the sy tern 
so that they can use all functions provided by the sy tem like any other 
member. 
• Car Information Module 
This module enables non-members to view inf rmation of cars. 
3.4.1.3 ADMINISTRATION MODULE 
• Vehicle Record Maintenance Module 
This module i used by the adrninistrat r t iust rniz · and 111 nit th · 
vehicle' information. l t includes the appr al r cl ·tin · for ·hi 
advcrtisin 1 by the adrninistrat r. 
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• User's Accounts Maintenance Module 
This module enables the administrator of the system to view and monitor the 
user's information. 
• Car Category Maintenance Module 
This module is used for administrator to view and monitor the information of 
the car category. 
• Add Administrator Module 
Administrator can add new administrator of the system by using this module. 
3.4.2 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Non-functional requirements are essential definition of sy tern properties and 
constraints under which a system must operate. Although these requirements are 
very subjective, they are still very important to ensure the success of the ystem. 
• Reliability 
Application system reliability is important to ensure that the oftware and 
hardware do not cause unnecessary failure or d wntirne when they are u ed 
in a reasonable manner. 
• Response Time 
The response time should be within a rea nable interval in retrieving any 
data or information. ood application y terns houl l ha 
time. 
• User-friendly 
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System should have a user-friendly interface so that it is easy to use and 
understand. Graphical User Interface (GUI) approach should be applied. 
• Availability 
All the system data and applications should be ready in use at all time. 
• Manageability 
The application system, hardware and software should be able to be managed 
and operated easily. 
• Robustness 
The system should be able to handle or at least avoid disaster in the face of 
unexpected circwnstances such as input of improper data. 
• Security 
The system should be able to prevent unauthorized users' access to the 
system. 
3.5 FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
After the analysis of requirements, development meth dot gy and I her 
related topics, the feasibility of the Online Used ar Adverti ing y t 111 in everal 
aspects such as operational, technical and economical can be determined. The 
feasibility of the system is important to ensure that the y tern can be built with 
available sources and technol gy to perform how it is supp scd t >. 
• perational Fea ibility 
The proposed ystcm will be c 111pl 'I' I within th· 1 ·1 it I )f ti111' as 
expected according to the ornplctc re car h, anal sis and ph1111i11p Th 
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system can be used after it is developed and pass several testing processes. 
The system will meet the requirements by allowing users to advertise and 
find their cars. The system will run under the control of the administrator 
who will administer all records and add new category of cars. All of the 
services provided by the system can be gained by users as long as they meet 
the hardware and software requirements. 
• Technical Feasibility 
The proposed system is feasible for the technical aspect since no 
sophisticated or extra powerful technical support is needed to implement the 
system. System can be built by developers who have reasonable knowledge 
in programming, software engineering, networking and bu ines . A an 
example, using existing SmartUpload service can upload photos. n the other 
hand, users of the system do not need any extra knowledge to u e the sy tern. 
• Economical Feasibility 
The development of this system does not require large amount of co t. 
It can be built as long as the developer has met the minimum hardware and 
software requirements. Many function that will be u cd are free, such a 
SmartUpload. Once the system is in use, service pr vider will ain m ney 
from the members in the form of payment f r the car adverti ement. The 
benefits gained by the system will be more 1ha11 the · 'I of dcv ·I pin ' the 
ystcm, since thi kind f sys terns ar . not s · nun n in Mala sin. Thi, an 
be determined throu ih the one pt i11 th bu 'i11 iss 01111nu11il , R '111111 u 
Investment (R I). 
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3.6 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
3.6.I SYSTEM DEVELOPER REQUIREMENTS 
• Hardware 
Table 3.1 System Developer Hardware Requirements 
Processor 450 Mhz or above 
RAM Minimum 128 Mb 
Hard Disk 10 GB or above 
Other Others standard computer peripherals 
• Software 
Table 3.2: System Developer Software Requirements 
Web Server 
Database Server & 
A lication 
US Internet Information Server 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Web Browser 
User Interface 
Desi · 
Microsoft Window 2000 Profes ional 
ASP Active Server Pages) 
JavaScri t, VBScri t 
Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
Netsca e Communicator 4.0 or above 
Macromedia Dream weaver Ultra ev 4 .0 
Microsoft Word 2000, Mier 
Microsoft Pr iect 2000 
Docwnentation & 
ScheduJin 
3.6.2 SYSTEM USERS REQUIREMENT 
• Hardware 
Table 3. : y tcm U er I lard warn I c 111ir nncut · 
Pr cessor 
RAM 
Hard i k 
titer 
Mini111u111 I 8 Mu 
I 0 JI or ab 
I as 11~1bl' qualit dial-up · 1111 • •t1 11 lin · 
th 'r, . tandar I omr ttl ·r p ·riph ·ral: 
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• Software 
Table 3.4: System Users Software Requirements 
Operating System Microsoft Windows 98, 2000, ME 
Browser Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
Netscape Communicator 4.5 or above 
3. 7 SYSTEM DESIGN 
Based on the user requirements and the detailed analysis of the desired 
system, the new system will be designed. This is the system design phase. It is an 
important phase in the development of a system where requirements for the system 
are translated into the system characteristics. The design proceeds in two stages as 
stated below: 
• Preliminary I General Design 
[n this stage, the features of the new ystem will be pecified. The 
cost of implementation and the benefits that will be derived are estimated. If 
the project is still considered to be feasible, then the next tage, detail de ign 
will be continued. 
• Structure I Detail Design 
In the detail design stage, computer oriented work will begin. At thi 
stage, the design of the system becomes more tructured. tructured desi '11 i 
a blueprint of a computer y rem s luti u t a riv in pr blcm with the .amc 
c mponcnt and intcr-rclau uship am 11 ' the a111' 0111po11 mts as th · 
ri inal pr blem. Input, output and pr cc ssiuu sp .cif ·::iti us ;u · dra\ 11 up i11 
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detail. The programming language and the platform in which the new system 
will run are also decided. 
Tools and techniques that can be used for system designing are: 
• Flowchart 
• Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
• Data Dictionary 
• Structure Chart 
3.7.1 DATABASE DESIGN 
Database design is the process of creating a design for the database that will 
support system's operations and objectives. 
The major aims for the database design are to: 
• Represent the data and the relationships between data required by all major 
application areas and user groups. 
• Provide a data model that supports any transaction required on the data. 
• Specify a minimal design that is appropriately tructured t achiev the 
stated performance requirements for the ystem uch a re p nse time . 
The two main approaches to the de ign of a databa e y tern are referred t a 
'top-down' and 'bottom-up'. The bottom-up a ppr ach egin at the fundamental 
level of attribute (that i , propcrtic Of' entities), whi h thr LI 11J ·111al is f the 
as ociati ns between attribute , arc ir uped int . r ·lati 11s that r 'Pt · · 'lit t p 'S of 
entity and a s ciation etwcen entitic . This app oa ·h is appr 1 rune fr) th· d ·si 111 
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of simple databases with a relatively small number of attributes. The process of 
normalization represents a bottom-up approach to design. 
A more appropriate strategy for the design of complex databases is to use the 
top-down approach. This approach starts with the development of data models that 
contain a few high-level entities and relationships and then applies successive top- 
down refinements to identify lower-level entities, relationships, and the associated 
attributes. The top-down approach is illustrated by using the concepts of the Entity- 
Relationship (ER) model. 
3.7.1.1 DATA DICTIONARY 
The fully attributes of entity are identified and listed in the tables below. It 
helps to identify the definition of data in the ystem. 
• Table: MEMBER 
Description: This is the table for storing the particular of a u er who ha 
registered as a member of the system. 
Table 3.5: Data Structure of Member 
Descri tion Field ize 
Member identification 10 
FName 
LName 
- I - 10 - 8 - 80 
State 
it of the in ml r 
Stat · f th · 111 ·mh ·r 
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• Table: CAR fNFO 
Description: This table is for storing the particulars of the car that will be 
inserted by the car owner. 
Table 3.6: Data Structure of Car 
Field Name Description Data Type 
Field 
Size 
Car ID Car identification NUMBER 10 
Owner ID Owner identification NUMBER 10 
Make Make of the car CHAR 30 
Model Model of the car CHAR 30 
YearOfMake Year of make of the car NUMBER 4 
Rezl-lo Car registration number CHAR 10 
Transmission Transmission of the car NUMBER 1 
NoOfDoor Number of doors NUMBER l 
NoOfSeat Number of seats NUMBER l 
Price Price of the car NUMBER 10 
Colour Colour of the car CHAR 15 
Car Status N umber of owner before NUMBER 2 
PSteering Power steering NUMBER I 
AirCon Air conditioning NUMBER 1 
Air Bag Air bag NUMBER l 
EWindow Electronic windows NUMBER I 
CentralLock Central locking NUMBER 1 
Radio Car radio NUMBER I 
Cassette Car cassette player NUMBER I 
CDPlaver Car CD claver NUMBER I 
Mileage Mileage NUMBER 8 
ABS ABS brakes NUMBER I ·- 
AJann Car's alarm NUMBER I 
Rsensor Car's reverse sensor NUMBER L 
Accident Free NUMOER 
- 
AcciFree I 
File name for the I st picture of the car CHAR 
- 
Piel 30 
Pic2 File name for the 2°0 picture of the car CHAR 0 
File name for the 3 id picture of the car CllAR 
-- ,_ - 
Pic3 
File name for the 4th picture of the car CILAR - - Pic4 0 
File name for the 5°1 'SllAI 
- - 
Pic5 ictur · fth 'ill .0 - - 
Citv ar ' cit llAI 
State Car's state 
- - IL/\R 0 
Dura ti Duration f r the ubli hi111 
- 
11 N MHEI l 
Statu tatu f pub Ii hing N MJ3LR I 
T 'h wn in h Ill auc i 1111kl Nl MIWI 
.. 
I 
-'- - - 
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DtCreated Create date DATE 8 
' DtModifv Modify date DATE 8 
• Table: ADMfN 
Description: This table is for storing the administrator particulars such as id, 
name, password, etc. 
Table 3.7: Data Structure of Admin 
Field Name Description Data Type Field Size 
Adm in Email Administrator's email CHAR 80 
AdminName Administrator's name CHAR 30 
AdminPw Administrator's password CHAR 10 
DtCreated Create date DATE 8 - 
• Table: CAT GORY 
Description: This table is for storing the category/make of the car such as 
Toyota, Audi etc. 
Table 3.8: Data Structure of Car Category 
atDesc 
Field Size Field Name 
10 Cate or ID 
Cat Name 
DtCreated 
3.7.2 APPLICATION DESIGN 
Application de ign i the de i )II f the u scr int irfacc and the a1 pli ·ati II 
pro irarns that u e and proccs Ute database. All the fun li ualit stnt ·d in th· us ·rs' 
requirement pccification must be cnsu ·d pres ·111 in th • ar pti ati< 11 d ·si 111 1()1 th· 
darabas application. Thi inv Ive. dcsi mina the ap] Ii ·ati II r r 1nn11s tll'1l ace 'SS 
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the data in the database and transaction design, which is the design of the database 
access methods. 
In addition to designing how the required functionality is to be achieved, 
appropriate user interfaces to the database application have to be designed. This 
interface should present the required information in a 'user-friendly' way. 
3.7.2.1 TRANSACTION DESIGN 
Transaction is an action or series of actions, carried out by a single user or 
application program, which accesses or changes the content of the database. The 
purpose of transaction design is to define and document the high-level characteristic 
of the transactions required on the database system. This activity should be carried 
out early in the design process to ensure that the logical data model is capable of 
supporting all the required transactions. The important characteristics f transaction 
include: 
• Data to be used by the transaction 
• Functional characteristic of the tran action 
• Output of the transaction 
• Importance to the users 
• ~ xpected rate of usage 
3.7.2.L I tructure hart 
The nlinc U ed ar J\d misinu S st »n · usists f' two 111ai11 s · .tious, 
which arc er ection, and J\dmini. trat r S ecti n. 
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I Online Used Car Advertising System 
I 
User Section Administrator 
, Section 
Figure 3.4: Structure Chart For Main System 
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3. 7.2.1.2 System Flowchart 
Flow charts are used to depict the workflow for the system. The flowchart 
diagram shown below depicts the flow of events and instances of the Online Used 
< Service / 
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3.7.2.1.3 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
DFD is used as a tool in process rrodeling phase. It is a tool that depicts the 
flow of data through a system and the woik or processing performed by that system. 
The advantages of data flow approach are: 
• Further understanding of the interrelatedness of system and 
subsystems. 
• Communicating current system knowledge to users through data flow 
diagrams. 
• Analysis of a proposed system to determine if the necessary data and 
process have been defined 
Table 3.9: Data Flow Diagram Model Symbol 
Symbol and Notation Represent 
Rounded rectangle Process - Work performed on, or in 
response to incoming data 
flows 
Rectangle 
or conditi n . 
Open-ended boxes 
Arrow 
Entity - Defines a per on, rganizati n, 
or unit that interact with 
how the I cation where 
data r the ' tern arc st re. 
Sh w th path f r 
1110 ·111 ·111 of' data from 011 • JI 
lo ati 11 l :111 th ir I 'ill• 11 
in . st •111. 
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3.7.2.2 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
User interface can be tricky things to design, because different people have 
different styles of perceiving, understanding, and working. The goal of the user 
interface is to "help users gain rapid access to the content of complex system, without 
losing their comprehension as they move through information". 
Design goals: 
• Ease of use 
Make it easy for individuals to find and use information that's relevant to 
them. 
• Depth 
To offer various levels of information in order to meet the needs both of 
those who want just the basics and those who want more details. 
• Simplicity 
To keep the site simple and straightforward. 
Below are several guidelines for designing forms or reports: 
• Meaningful title 
• Logical grouping and sequencing of fields 
• Familiar field labels 
• Consistent use of colour 
• Visible space and boundaries for data entry fields 
• Error messages for unacceptable values 
• Optional fields marked clearly 
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3.8 STATEMENT OF EXPECTED OUTCOME 
The Online Used Car Advertising System contains information about used 
car advertised by personal seller or car dealers' companies for selling. All 
information will be obtained from the forms filled in by the owner. The information 
will include details such as model, make, price, transmission, pictures and etc. All of 
this infonnat:ion is displayed in the web pages. Besides, all information about the 
member of the system, including the potential buyer and seller, are also kept in the 
system. Once the potential buyer has found the car that he/she i intcrc sted in, an 
email can be sent to the owner for further inforrnation r arranuement. Besides, th· 
system also contains an administrator module where admini ·t ator nn administ r ·111 
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the records and do extra administration work such as add new administrator of the 
system. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
System implementation is a process that converts the system requirements 
and designs into program codes. For this system, the processes that involve start 
from the installation and set up of the Web Server and the required software and 
hardware till the coiling of the modules and finally the integration of all modules. 
4.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a 
system. Using the suitable hardware and software will help to speed up the system 
development and detennine the success of the project. Therefore, the hardware and 
software chosen to develop the system are critical. 
4.2.1 HARDWARE USED 
The hardware used to develop the system are as listed: 
• Intel Pentium III 550MHz Processor 
• l OGB Hard Disk 
• 128MBRAM 
• Other standard PC components 
4.2.2 SOFTWARE USED 
4.2.2.l TOOi S FOR SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 
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For the system documentation, Microsoft Word 2000, Microsoft Visio 2000 
and Adobe Photoshop 6.0 are used to draw the structure charts, DFD, flow charts, 
and to do the report writing and user manual documentation. 
4.2.2.2 TOOLS FOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
The chosen of the development tools are important in determining the 
usability of the entire system. Below is the list of the software/software tools used 
during the development of the system: 
Table 4.1: Summary of software/software tools used 
Software/Software Too ls Description 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional Operating System 
IIS (Internet lnfonnation Server) Web Server 
Microsoft SOL Server 2000 Database Server & Application 
ASP (Active Server Pages) Server-side Scripting 
JavaScript, VBScript, HTML Client-side Scripting 
Internet Explorer 4.0 or above Web Browser 
Netscape Communicator 4.0 or above 
Macromedia Dreamweaver UltraDev 4.0, Coding web pages 
Microsoft Visual Interdev 6.0 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 Image design and creation 
Persits Software AsoEmail Send email 
Asp SmartlJoload Upload images 
4.3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
The Online Used Car Advertising System is developed u ing a modular 
approach where each module is developed separately and are integrated later int a 
fully functional ystem. -or each module, it is further refined int fiJll .tion: and 
procedures. By usin 1 a modular approach, future modi icatious and .nhau • •111 ·11t::; 
can be made easily. 
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4.3. l WEB PAGES CODING/SCRIPTING 
Coding the program is the process of writing the program instruction that 
implements the program design. If design is performed in detailed manner, then the 
coding can be accomplished easily. There are two types of scripting, which are 
client-side scripting and server-side scripting. For the client-side scripting, they must 
be delimited by the <SCRIPT> ... </SCRIPT> tags. On the other hand, server-side 
scripting is using the script delimiters<% and o/o>. Any text enclosed within these 
delimiters will be processed as a script. 
4.3.1.l CODING APPROACH 
The Online Used Car Advertising System is coded using the top-down 
hierarchical approach and modular programming approach. 
The top-down hierarchical approach is an approach that is suitable to be 
implement of well-structured program. This approach is adapted due to the 
dependency of the login function before the member of the system can use most of 
the function. First, the home page is created and then the others modules are created 
and subsequently sub-modules are created. 
The modular approach is a method where each single module i developed 
separately with distinct functions. When each module is complete, then the related 
modules are integrated into a fully functional sy tern with suitable interfaces. 
4.3.1.2 CODING STYLE 
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Coding style is an important attribute of source code and it determines the 
intelligibility of a program. An easy to read source code makes the system easier to 
maintain and enhance. The element of coding style includes internal (source code 
level) documentation, method for data declaration, code indentation and the 
sequence of the codes. 
• Internal Documentation 
The comments written in the code can helps the user of the program 
to understand the code easily. This can provide a clear guide during 
the maintenance or enhancement of the system. 
• Method for data declaration 
A standard and meaningful data declaration method can help 
programmer to understand the code easily. 
• Code indentation 
The indentation can make the code more clearly and structured. 
• Sequence of the code 
A standard or familiar method of the sequence of code writing, for 
instance, start with ASP code with the connection to database and 
variable declaration, follow by the JavaScript and finally the I ITML. 
Standardization makes the code easier t understand. 
4.3.l.3 SERVER SIDE SCRIPTING 
As mention above, ASP, which is used t develop the )nlinc Used ar 
Adverti ing System is a iervcr-sidc script and located within the delimiters· % ... 
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%>. It is invisible to the client and is executed in the server. Hence ASP is suitable to 
be employed in the Online Used Car Advertising System and produce consistent 
result regardless of the browser used. Some of the ASP objects used in the 
development of this system are: 
• Request Object 
• Response Object 
• Session Object 
4.3.1.4 CLIENT SIDE SCRIPTING 
JavaScript and HTML are also used to develop the Online Used Car 
Advertising System. They are client-side scripting. JavaScript is located within the 
delimiters, <script language="JavaScript"> and </script>. It is usually used to do 
the form validation such as date validation, to ensure the type of the input data is 
correct and many others useful functions. 
4.3.2 DAT ABASE DEVELOPMENT AND CONNECTION 
The database for Online Used Car Advertising is created using Microsoft 
SQL Server 2000. After the SQL Server has successfully installed, the SQL erver 
Enterprise Manager is used to create tables. Creating and m difying table can be 
made easily. 
Active Data Object (ADO) is used to store and retrieve data from a database. 
Before ADO can be used, a connection strin 1 ha to be specified. The strinu iontains 
the driver name, server name, u er id, user password and database name. All th 'Sc 
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information have to be specified in order to make a connection to the database. The 
string is written as foJlow: 
<%Dim ConnectionString 
ConnectionString ="Extended Properties=DRJVER=SQL Server; 
SER VER =Server , name; UID=U ser _id;password=User _password; 
DAT ABASE=Database _name" %> 
All communication with a database takes place through an open connection. 
Before any information can be inserted into or retrieved from the database, a 
connection with the database must b€l opened. Using the Open method to open the 
connection and close the connection using the Close method. 
4.3.3 INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT 
To create images, Adobe Photoshop 6.0 was used. Beside that, Macromedia 
Dreamweaver UltraDev 4.0 also helps in web page layout design. 
4.3.4 IMAGES UPLOADING 
ASP SmartUpload was used to enable users to upload and store their car 
images into the Online Used Car Advertising System database. All image up! aded 
by users will be store in a folder name "image". Inside that folder, the ima e will be 
store according to the "owner-id" (the member id of the car wner) and then 
according to the "car-id" (the id or the car). The filename r the ima res will be st re 
in the fields prepared in the" ar_Info" table. ers arc all wt browse and th •11 
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select the image that they want to upload. Setting about the size and file type of 
image allowed can be done by writing a few lines of code. 
4.3.5 SENDING EMAIL 
Persits ASPEmail was used to enable users to send email to the administrator 
of the system or to the owner of the car that they are interested in without using the 
Microsoft Outlook. 
4.4SUMMARY 
This chapter defines the implementation of the system. It contains the actual 
tools, method and technique that are used to implement the system. The focus of this 
chapter is the hardware and software used, coding approach and style, database 
connection and the software tools that are used to implement other functions in the 
system. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM TESTING 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
No matter how we write programs, it is obvious that from the variety of 
errors that are possible, we should check that our modules have functioned correctly. 
Testing is performed to ensure that the programs are executed correctly and to detect 
the existence of errors. It provides a method to correct logic error and for testing 
system reliability. Testing is a verification and validation process. Verification 
ensures the system implements a specific function correctly, whereas validation 
ensures the system has been built traceable to user requirements. 
The objective of testing is: 
• Executing a program with the intention of finding error that makes the 
program fail. 
• Test a program to demonstrate the existence of a fault. 
Fault identification is the process of determining what fault or faults caused 
the failure, and fault correction or removal is the process of making changes to the 
system so the faults are removed. 
r In order to perform a good test on the system, an independent test team is 
used to test the system. In this way, conflict between personal responsibility for 
faults and the need to discover as many faults as possible can be avoided. The 
independent test team of Online Used Car Advertising ystern i. con ist of cour se 
mates of the developer, supervisor and friend that are not familiar with codin •. 
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5.2 TESTING STRATEGIES 
A testing strategy is a general approach to the testing process rather than a 
method of devising particular system or unit test. 
The testing strategies include: 
• Top-down testing 
Testing starts with the most abstract component and works downwards. 
• Bottom-up testing 
Testing starts with the fundamental components and works upwards. 
• Thread testing 
Is used for systems with multiple processes where the processing of 
transaction threads its way through these processes. 
• Stress testing 
Relies on stressing the system by going beyond its specified limits and hence 
testing how well the system can cope with overload situations. 
• Back-to-back testing 
Is used when versions of a system are available. The systems are tested 
together and their outputs are compared. 
5.3 TESTING STEPS 
Testing steps for the Online Used Car Advertising System consists of three 
steps as shown in figure below: 
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-·-- Integration 
Testing 
System 
Testing 
Figure 5. I: Testing Steps 
The sequence of testing activities is unit testing, integration testing and 
system testing. Basically the system testing, is consists of function test, performance 
test, acceptance test and installation test. In the unit and integration testing, 
components are tested and then merged into a layer, working system. But in the 
system testing, the system is viewed and tested as a whole, rather than as separate 
pieces. 
As defects are discovered at any stage, program modifications are required to 
correct them and this may require other stages in the testing pr ccs t be repeated. 
The process is therefore an iterative process with information beiu > iot ba ·k from 
later stages to earlier parts of the process. 
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5.4 ONLINE USED CAR ADVERTISING SYSTEM TESTING 
For each module in Online Used Car Advertising System, they have been 
tested separately and were later being integrated together. Mer the integration, the 
system as a whole is test again. Each module contains functions that can be checked 
and tested carefully. These functions may call other sub functions and tests are 
carried out to ensure all possible paths are tested. 
5.4.1 UNIT TESTING 
Unit testing is concentrate on the smallest component of the system for 
testing. Every individual component is tested independently without other system 
components. It verifies that the component functions properly with the types of input 
expected from studying the component's design. This process enables the tester to 
detect errors in coding and logical mistakes. 
The first step is to examine the program code by reading through it, trying to 
spot algorithm, data and syntax faults. This is followed by comparing the code with 
specifications and with the design to make sure that all the relevant cases have been 
considered. Finally, test cases are developed to show that the input is properly 
converted to the desired output. 
For Online Used Car Advertising System, unit testing i done c ncurrently 
with the development phases. For example, the car advertising module has a sub- 
module which is to upload the images by member of the system. This sub-module i 
further divided to many functions uch as create folder, st r · ima re · and update 
fields in database table. ach f these function arc reviewed and .he ·k ·d s ·~mrat ·I 
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Then the sub-module is tested to ensure it functions are desired. After all the sub- 
modules have been tested, the module will be inspected and tested as a whole. 
5.4.2 INTEGRATION TESTING 
When the individual components are working correctly and meet the 
objectives and requirement, these components are combined into a working system. 
In other words, integration system is the process of verifying that the system 
components work together as described in the system and program design 
specifications. Testing the interface of two components explores how components 
interact with each other. 
For Online Used Car Advertising System, a bottom-up approach has been 
used. Each component at the lowest level of the system hierarchy is tested 
individually first. Then, the next components to be tested are those that call the 
previously tested ones. This approach is followed repeatedly until all modules are 
included in the testing. 
This bottom-up method is useful and suitable for this Online Used Car 
Advertising System since the system is integrating quite a number of stand-alone 
reused components. Since the system is developed modularly, errors found should be 
corrected in each module easily. 
5.4.3 SYSTEM TESTING 
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The last testing step is the system testing. Testing the system is very different 
from unit and integration testing. The objective of system testing is to ensure that the 
system does what the customer wants it to do. 
There are several steps in testing a system: 
• Function Testing 
Checks that the integrated system performs its functions as specified in the 
requirements. For example, a function test of a car advertising function 
verifies that the function can correctly store the information of a car, check 
the existence of the specific folder, create a folder and store the images. 
• Performance Testing 
Compares the integrated components with the nonfunctional system 
requirements. These requirements, including accuracy, speed, reliability, and 
security, constrain the way in which the system functions are performed. For 
instance, a perfonnance test of the car advertising evaluates the speed with 
which images are stored, the precision of the folder creation and the response 
time to user. 
• Acceptance Testing 
Assures the customers that the system they requested is the system that was 
built for them. The customers will test the system, making ure that it meet 
their understanding of the requirements, which may different from the 
developers. 
• Installation Testing 
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Allow users to exercise system functions and document additional problems 
that result from being at the actual site. 
5.5 ANALYSIS OF THE TESTING 
From the testing process that has been carried out, the test results are 
summarized as below: 
• Achieve the main objective of the project 
Generally, the main objective of the project as described earlier has been 
achieved. The system is able to add, update and delete records in database, 
can upload images, send email, search cars, view cars by category and etc. 
The administration module is also able to manage all the records of member, 
car, category and administrator. 
• Attractive and user-friendly user interface 
The user interface can be more attractive in order to attract user. Bright 
colour and more attractive icons should be used. 
• Completeness of the car information 
Since the objective of this system is to eliminate problems such as traveling 
cost, the car information provided must be clear and enough. Adding few 
more features to describe the car is a good way to enhance the sy tern. 
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5.6 SYSTEM TESTING CHECKLIST 
Table 5. I: Testing Checklist 
Module/ Expected Result Actual Result Remarks 
Sub Module 
User Register Check data validation. If data are valid then This module 
Insert data into record is added into is considered 
database and show database and success correct and 
success message. message is shown. done. 
Pop-up error message if If data are not valid, 
data not valid. error message pop-up. 
User Login Check the email and If record is match then This module 
password. ff match redirect to the main is considered 
with database record page. correct and 
then redirect to the If no record is match, done. 
main page. error message is shown. 
lf no record is match 
then show error 
message. 
User Forgot Search a record, which If record is match then This module 
Password match the user email. If an email contain the is considered 
record is found, an password is send to the correct and 
email will be send to user. A success message done. 
the user. is shown. 
A success message is If no record is match, an 
shown. error message is shown. 
If no record is match 
then show error 
message. 
Advertise Car Check data validation. If data are valid then This module 
Insert data into record is added into is considered 
database and show database and success correct and 
success message. message is shown. done. 
Pop-up error message if If data are not valid, 
data not valid. error message will pop- 
UP. 
Check image size and ff image size and type 
-- 
Upload Image This module 
type. Check existence are correct and folder is is con idered 
of folder and store exi t then store ima e. If corr 'Cl and 
image in the folder. the folder is not exi l d nc, 
then a folder will be 
created and ima re will 
be stored. 
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Show Car The record of the Correct record is get 
This module 
Information selected car is get from from the database and 
is considered 
the database and show shown in the correct correct and 
to the user. format. done. 
Car Searching Search for car record Correct records are get 
This module 
according to the criteria from the database and is considered 
get from the search shown in the correct correct and 
form. format, done. 
Car and User Check data validation. If data are valid then 
This module 
Profile Editing Updated information information is updated 
is considered 
will be inserted into the into database and correct and 
database and show success message is done. 
success message. shown. 
Pop-up error message if If data are not valid, 
data not valid. error message will pop- 
up. 
Loan Monthly repayment 
Correct monthly This module 
Calculation will be calculated 
repayment is calculated. is considered 
according to the loan correct and 
amount and loan term. done. 
Send Email Email will be send to Email is sent to the 
This module 
the correct person with correct person with the is considered 
the correct infonnation. correct information. correct. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM EVALUATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
During the development process, many problems were encountered and 
solutions were sought to solve those problems. Besides, the system strengths and 
limitations are evaluated from time to time. Hence, the future enhancement of the 
system can be identified. 
6.2 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND THEIR SOLUTIONS 
Research and studies in fields such as Internet, File System Object (FSO), 
SQL and prograrruning concepts are important to build a web-based system. The 
following are some of the major problems encountered from the beginning to the 
completion of the system development. 
6.2. l DIFFICULTIES fN CHOOSING A DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY AND 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
There are many software tools available to develop a web-based databa e 
system currently. Choosing a suitable technology and tool was a critical proce as 
all tools have their strengths and weaknesses. In addition, the availability of the 
required tool for development was also a major consideration. A tou rh dcci ion wa 
needed to choose from Active Server Page (ASP), ASP.Net or Java erver Pa ie 
(JSP). 
Besides, decision is also needed to hoose a suitable p •ratin , ' sh 
server and database server. hoiccs or operating y tern arc Wind ws g an 
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Windows 2000. Personal Web Server (PWS) and Internet Information Server (IIS) 
are choices for web server while choices of database server is Microsoft Access of 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000. All those tools are interrelated and so decision must be 
made carefully. 
In order to solve all these problems, seeking advises and views from course 
mates, friends and even seniors who had experience in similar project were carried 
out. As a result, Windows 2000, IIS, Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and ASP have been 
chosen to be used to develop the Online Used Car Advertising System. 
6.2.2 DETERMINING SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM 
It is difficult to build a full-scale and complete system within the given time 
frame. Inexperience with the current car advertising and selling system in the real 
world was another obstacle to implement true workable system since the online car 
advertising system is not so popular in Malaysia. 
Many researches, studies and discussions with project supervisor were held to 
outline the scope of the project to be built during the initial stages. 
6.2.3 INEXPERIENCE IN THE CHOSEN PROGRAMMING LANGUA E 
Since there was no prior knowledge of programming in A P, Java cript and 
HTML, there was an uncertainty on how to organize the code in a web pa e. The e 
programming languages and concepts were never taught before and is totally • 
different from what have been tau iht in lab exercise of the pr irammin , urs , 
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that have been taken. Implement such an application requires a fair grasp of the 
language. 
Although I use many efforts to learn the new technology, choosing to 
program in ASP is a wise decision. The learning curve was short, functions stated in 
the requirement can be implemented and the problems faced were manageable by 
doing research on related materials and through discussion with course mates using 
same technology. Trial and error method is also very useful during coding phase. 
§.2.4 DIFFICULTIES IN CHOOSING THE SOFTWARE TOOLS 
For the upload image and send email function, consideration of the software 
tools needed to make the function works must be made. For example, the Persits 
AspEmail and ASP SmartUpload has been chosen since both can be download from 
Internet and it is free. But to use the Persits AspEmail, the SendToQueue method 
cannot be used since it requires the EmailAgent service to be running which is a 
premiwn feature. 
Besides, the dll (dynamic link library) need to be register in order to use b th 
AspEmail and ASP SmartUpload. Although this is not a very tough work, but it still 
need some studies in order to know how to make it works. Related infonnation has 
been search and get from the Internet to learn how to register and use th sc tw 
software tools. 
~3 SYSTEM TRENGTll 
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There are some strengths in the Online Used Car Advertising System. Below 
are the strengths: 
Friendly User Interface 
The system has a friendly user interface that is easy to use. GUI components 
such as command buttons, radio buttons, check boxes and drop-down list 
boxes are used to attract the users to navigate the system. The users are 
requested only minimwn amount of typing and inputs when having any 
interaction with the system. Besides, sufficient instruction and guidance are 
provided to assist the users. For example, pop-up error messages will be 
displayed to guide users whenever they key in invalid input. The learning 
curve is foreseen to be short and a user should be able to use the system with 
ease within minutes. 
• Easy Accessibility 
The Online Used Car Advertising System is a web-based application and oil 
• 
• 
can be accessed easily using the web browser. The web browser needed 
especially Internet Explorer 4.0 could be downloaded free from Microsoft' 
Website. 
Effective Error Handling 
Inputs by the users are validated before the data are insert to the databa e. 
This is used to filter out erroneous data such as invalid data type and to 
ensure the data consistency or integrity for the ystem. F r example, the date 
will be checked to make urc it is a valid dat . 
Error Messaging • 
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In Online Used Car Advertising System, the error messages will be displayed 
whenever the system found that the data key-in by users is not correct. This 
enables users to identify and correct the errors effectively. Besides, some 
error messages are shown in red colour that can attract the users' attention 
easily. 
• Custom Password System 
Creating a custom password-authentication system prevents unauthorized 
users from viewing pages that they do not have permission to access. More 
importantly, unauthorized users are prohibited from changing the data stored 
in the database. 
Search Capability • 
The system provides search capability that allows user to search for a 
particular type of car with specified criteria. This will save users' time 
without the need to browse through all the cars advertised in the system. 
Systematic Upload Function 
Users are allowed to upload up to five pictures. The pictures that are 
uploaded by the users are kept in the image folder and according t their u er 
id and car id. This is good since it allows administrator to keep track the 
images easily. 
• Able To Provide Database Maintenance 
• 
Administrators are able to do the maintenance of the rec rds in the database, 
such as add, update, delete and view all the records. 
Mailing Service • 
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• 
The Online Used Car Advertising System has provided the send email 
facility. The users may use this function to contact with the owner of the car 
that they are interested in or even send an email to the administrator if they 
need to ask something of the system. Besides, they also can get their 
password through email send by the system if they forgot their password. 
Relatively Fast Response Time For Document Retrieval 
The web pages are designed in such a manner that they are loaded in a 
reasonable amount of time to ensure that the users need not to wait too long 
to view the pages. For example, when the user views the information of the 
car, all five pictures are shown in smaller size but user can click on the 
picture in order to view the larger picture in the pop-up window. 
Transparency 
TI1e system is transparency to the user, as they do not need to know where the 
database resides, how the system is structured and etc. For example, user do 
not need to know how the images are uploaded and stored, what they need to 
do is click to browse to the images that they want to upload. 
• 
§..4 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 
There are some limitations in the Online Used ar Advertising ystem due t 
the time constraint, facilities constraint and other undesirable reason. 
Below are the limitations: 
• Lack Of Security Features 
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No encryption of administrators and members' password in the database. A 
systematic encryption algorithm should be used to implement in the system. 
Lack Of Online Help 
No online help facility is provided. Users can only send email to the 
administrator of the system if they have any problems or uncertainties about 
the system. 
• Image Size Limitation 
Since every car can be advertised with up to five pictures, the size of every 
image is not allowed to exceed 50000 bytes. This is to ensure that the server, 
• 
which contains the system, bas enough capacity of the memory to store the 
unages. 
~SFUTUREENHANCEMENT 
Some of the future enhancements that can be considered to be included in the 
Online Used Car Advertising System are: 
• Send Email Automatically 
The system will send an email to the owner of the car which is till adverti c 
in the website and will reach the end of the advertise durati n s on. The 
email will be send about I week before the car advertisement expired date t 
alert the owner and ask whether they want to continue the advertisement. 
Allow Online Payment • 
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The system will support online payment. It is desirable that payment can be 
done online so that the advertising process can be started immediately after 
the users do the payment. 
Enhance Security Of The System 
Enable administrators and members' password encryption. 
• Provide Additional Services 
• 
Provide additional online services such as banking services, car loan guides 
and information about car maintenance. 
• "Add To Favorites" Function 
The system will allows users to set several cars as their favorite cars. This is 
useful when the users have not decided yet which car they want to choose 
among several cars. This method will allow them to view the infonnati n 
about those selected cars easily once they login to the system. 
§..6SUMMARY 
The system had been evaluated after the testing phase. The criteria that have 
been taken into consideration for the evaluation process are problem encounter d, 
system strengths, limitations and future enhancement. This enable the developer l 
know the weaknesses and strengths of the system and new features that need to be 
added in order to make the system more useful and suitable. 
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6.7 CONCLUSION 
Overall, the Online Used Car Advertising System has achieved and fulfilled 
the objectives and requirements as a web-based car advertising system. 
A lot of knowledge was gained throughout the development of the system. 
These include knowledge in setting up the Microsoft SQL Server, Internet 
technologies and programming, Programming in ASP, HTML and JavaScript proved 
to be a valuable experience. Furthermore, the development of this system also 
provides the opportunity to master the development software such as Macromedia 
Drearnweaver Ultradev, Microsoft Visual Interdev, Adobe Photoshop and etc. 
Therefore, the final year project is utmost encouraged. 
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APPENDIX A: DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
Development Schedule 
}j;;]i;c:.l;·:: ;(J~~d. Car Sale System Dev_dopment Schedule (J1.01 ·2002 -. Feb 2~) 
. ····················'·"··•·"''"' "" ...... ' . . .. - ... " . . -·- 
i~~~~~J-'.f!):.~;'f-.. Jun Jul -~A.Ug :. - ·Sep ·Oct. · Nov Dec · · -Jan Feb 
PHASE 1 
Literature Review 
Introduction • 
System Analysis 
System Design 
PHASE2 
System Coding 
System Testing 
System 
Documentation 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
11 WELCOME 
This document is the User Manual for Online Used Car Advertising System. It is 
a web-based application, which is developed with the objectives of utilizing the 
computer and information technology to provide an easy, and convenient online car 
searching or car advertising in Malaysia. 
It consists of two sections, namely the user section and the administrator section. 
User section can be divided into two parts, namely the member and the non-member 
section. 
Online Used Car Advertising System is easy to use, aU the functions in this 
system is meaningfuUy descriptive and can easily be executed by a simple point and 
click on the available function button and hypertext link. 
1..2 ABOUT THIS MANUAL 
This user manual wiU guide you through all the function available in the system. 
This manual includes the following parts: 
• User section guides 
o Non-Member section guides 
o Member section guides 
• Administrator section guides 
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CHAPTER 2: HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
bl HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
Server: 
Minimum Intel Pentium 450 MHz 
Minimum 128 Mb RAM 
Hard disk I 0 GB or above 
Keyboard and Mouse as input devices 
Workstation: 
Standard PC which support online which included modem 
b2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
Server: 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
IIS (Internet Information Server) 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Workstation: 
Microsoft Window 98, 2000, M 
Internet Explorer 4.0 or above or Netscape ornmunicator 4.5 or ab 
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CHAPTER 3: USER SECTION 
The following section will describe all the functions in the user section of 
Online Used Car Advertising System. This user section can be divided into two parts: 
• Non-Member section 
• Member section 
J,l NON-MEMBER SECTION 
The non-member section has two modules, which are Registration module and 
Car Information module. Each of the modules has its functions or procedures that play 
their own part respectively. 
1.1.1 REGISTRATION MODULE 
The registration module w111 allow non-member to fill in a form and register to 
be a member of the system. To enter to the register page, users need to click the register 
button in the home page. 
~l.1.1 Home Page 
The home page is the first page that all the users will come to. In this pa )e, the 
actions that the non-member can take are: 
• Click the register button to go to the register page 
• Click on the car picture to view the information of the car 
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Login 
Button 
Car 
Pictures 
Register 
Button 
::1 
Figure 3. I: Home Page 
1.L 1.2 Register Page 
Here is where the non-member can register to be a member o that they can u e 
all the facilities provided by the system. Non-member can key-in their details and those 
fields marks * are required fields. There will be a data validation checking function 
where a error message will pop-up immediately if the data key-in by the u er i not 
valid after the user click the submit button. If the registration proces 1 succe ful, it 
Will redirect to the login page. 
OK 
~- The confirm password should bes m with the password! 
·i 'Ure 3.2: Err r mcssa re 
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Figure 3 .3: Register page 
J..1.2 CAR INFORMATION MODULE 
The objective of the car information module is to allow users to view the detail 
of the cars that are advertised in the website . . 
J:l.2.1 Car Details Page 
This is the page where the user will come to if they click on the car picture. All 
the information of the car include the pictures are shown. Tho e car picture can be 
shown in larger size in the pop-up window when the user clicks on it. 
Fi iure 3 .4: ar pop-up wind w 
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Figure 3.5: Car Details Page 
For this page, non-member can just see the information of the car, but if a 
member who already login and come to the car details page, the member can als see 
the "send email to owner" button, wh.ich will redirect them to the send email page. 
12 MEMBER SECTION 
The member section has 10 modules, which are Login M dule, For' t I a w rd 
Module, Vehicle Advertise Module, Car lnfonnation Module, "'mail M dulc, car h 
Module, Vehicle Editing Module, Profile ditin Module, Loan alculation M dule 
and Contact Module. 
1.2.1 LOGIN MODULE 
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This module is used to ensure that only authorized users will be able to get into 
the system. The authorized users will use their valid email and password to login. 
3.2.1.1 Login Page 
This is the page where the user will come to if they click on the login button 
User need to enter their email and password in order to login to the system. If the record 
get from database are match with the email and password, the page will automatically 
redirect to the main page, where all others module provided can be access. If the records 
are not match, then the error message, "Login Fail" will be shown in red colour. 
Ile Edt - F<Ntrte< Tads Help 
!'~ • .;. · </j .:;) ::::J. ~s-tf> ..iJF..-. d- :J . .)• J ·' • _,,j & 
~-essjii]~:I~"°''"'' 
Error 
Message 
Lv~nbll 
Please fill"' d"' fields below tc post 
-orgot 
Password 
Button 
Emd I 
Pauword 
l • ..,_ 
Figure 3 .6: Login Page 
J.:.2.1.2 Main Page 
Figure 3.7 shows the main page that the member will come to after their I gm 
process is success. The advertising rate and other related inf rmati n w uld e h wn. 
At the left hand side, there is a list of functi ns that the y tem pr vidcs fi r th' 111 '111b ir. 
Click on any of those buttons will redirect member t an ther pa ) r r th · parti ula 
function. 
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List Of 
Functions 
'Ibey •ay a picture is worth a thousand words ... wdl, we give you space for five Lott:c 
photos of your CarfV chide. For our nominal fee, you will have your CarN chicle 
featured on its own page on the internet with up to 5 pietares. Use our onlinc 
submission form to enter the information for your V chicle, 
LiBting Rate: 
2 weeks: RMl50 
1 moc~h: R.MJOO 
2 woutl .. : RM400 
3 months: RM500 
l AD Rigliu Reserved @2002 
~!"""" 
Figure 3.7: Main Page 
12.2 FORGOT PASSWORD MODULE 
The pop-up window below will be shown as the user click on the" -org t 
Password" button. User can enter their email, which user use to login to the sy tern, and 
then click the submit button. If there is a record in database which match the user email, 
an email with the password, as the content will be send to that particular email account. 
This function enables member who forgot their password to get back their pa w rd. 
Success/ 
Fail 
Message 
Figure 3.8: For rot Pas word P p- p Wi11d w 
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3.2.3 VEHICLE ADVERTISE MODULE 
This module enables member to advertise their car by fill in the advertising form 
and upload the car pictures. 
3.2.3.1 Advertise Pai::e 
The advertise page will provide a form where member can use it to enter all the 
information about the car that they want to advertise. There are drop-down list boxes, 
radio button, check box and text fields provided to make the process easier. Those fields 
mark * indicate the fields that the member must fill in. Error message will pop-up if the 
data key-in by the user is not valid. If the advertising process is successful, it will 
redirect to the upload page where member can upload pictures of their car. 
Please fill in the field• below to port. I'ieldr mJUi< ~ are required Reid. 
Make: 2:) - 
Model: 
Year Of Make: 
Rcglid:rntion Nunibcr. 
TrAnsmis:sion: ,... M~1u.:I ("" A1Jt1>n11111c 
Numbc-r Of Door. 
Number OfScAt:: 
Price: (RM) 
Colour. 
N\uubcr Of ~er;~:~ r-- --- (O. 1 •2 ) 
PJc1uc tick die rclntcd boX": 
Power St.cerin3 r 
Air "'ondit.iooii•JJ, r" 
Air llul( r 
El.ecu·onic Window• r" 
C cntn..l Lo~k 
Revees e Scn,cor r" 
Rndio 
•••cttie r- 
1> l'lay<ir r 
AUS Ul'1lk•• I 
Al nu 
Mileage: 
St•tc: ::J • 
nurntfon: r---:=:i we;;ckv • 
- \j ''"' J ~·~ "' J 
·I 
Fi iure .9: Advertise Pa 'C 
) 
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3.2.3.2 Upload Paee 
After the advertising form has been submitted successfully, member will come 
to this upload page. In this page, member is allowed to upload up to 5 pictures of their 
car. They just need to click the "Browse" button and then browse to select the pictures 
that they want to upload. If the member is not ready to upload the pictures yet, then they 
can click the "Upload picture later" button. Later they can go to the Edit Car Module to 
upload or remove the car pictures. If the upload process is successful, it will redirect to 
the Advertise Page so that member can continue advertise another car. 
"u:rm•;ljnrn 11ttt:ttatt · h 1 
You rnoy upload )"('llf piclurc' lntcr by dic:kin" the bolt on bch~ or yoo \!An fill fu 1hc 
ficM'4 to uplus.d the picuu Cf t11)>W, 
' i!•rt I'' •1111 ~ .,,:v d.t·•J: 'o.· 1 I ur•t lhitr~.('o\(I ~ :,"to1' 
Button 
J Pictt•c I: !.!<<>" • f 
Pi<:tUf'C 2: _!J4~fl I 
Pic11qc:J: .-------- i;,..,...,. I 
Pi1'•c:·I! -~ .. J 
Picture~: ~.u-p1.o-~-,,----- l;l.a-n• ~Browse 
utton 
Figure 3.10: Upload Page 
3.2.4 CAR lNFORMATlON MODULE 
This module lets member to view tho e car that have been ad crti cd in th • 
Website. There are two ways that the member can use t sole l an ·;1r t tit • 
I() 
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information, one is view according to the car category and another way is by search 
according to selected criteria. 
3.2.4.l View By Category Page 
In this page, all the car categories are shown in the blue colour oval shaped 
button. This is to make the interface more attractive. Each page will show 15 car 
categories, using the paging function in the print screen below can see the following car 
categories. Member can click on the oval shaped button so that all cars of the selected 
category will be shown in the next page. 
---~· • _. • '11) :.;) !'.:! ·i:t!l< .. <I> ..:.JF....,.... &-• J ._'.;• J :::;! • _j ~· •T ) (~ U £ 
• <""'a,., 'liris u 9..()fffW ~ ! 
Paging 
Function 
.! 
Figure 3 .11: View By Category Page 
12.4.2 View Car Page 
This page will show all the cars of the category that the member ha elected. 
One picture and some information of the car arc briefly stated. In rd •rt vie all th· 
information of the car, member can click the" ctail "Jtyperlink t i 'I t th' .ar 
11 
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Details Page. Each page will only show 2 cars' record and the paging function is 
provided so that others results can be seen. After the consideration of the size of the car 
picture, 2 cars' record to be shown is believed to be suitable. 
k- ; .... ;., g;j .11 .• ;1 ..... 111 .:.;. is--· · • ;..'tr"".,,;:., ... 
.,;...~.-. • - ~ ...J ~ .i,lJ.oJ .. ,1. J.J"•"vt'•" ;;1-.,,.. J .J· _, _.1 • _j ,..... .;. J * u R 
Aebnt- !~)~t .. ;i-:-.;,~d·ii~I~;:.::;,-_;;:;;;·-"":;::-~:;_:;.--. - ..:) r-·~ \ ........... ~. · I .. 
Paging 
f.:1akc: P'tt.l'tN1 
_, Jl.INl<I: Win I .I< 
~·\"•• O(Mak.o: l<>O!< 
R.c~1lllfi<m Nwn1J.cs: ADE 1)6.~ 
'rrm•4-nt1f..U,.,ri.; -"'''o)ru::.<ic 
P1h,'C 
?'otnhc.1 01 (h,\mc1 U<.fo.•1<. 1 
~'="'<"·Peral.. 
Details 
Hyper- 
link ./l _. ·-' )cuUl~ 
~ - 1'.•hL.c: P11itoc1 
, MNkl: lfiWftl'A 
·,~.......,,Yew Of Mo.I«: t?Q• 
:.;;._.--' ~· ~ Rca,i..rn.-i~n Numb<.r; ADA llJ I 
l'r-•1 nUulon: ~b.ou.1 
Priee: U<600 
~ Number or 0v..'1tCI lk(N e: I 
(11 ~ .. ~ 
Figure 3.12: View Car Page 
J,.2.4.3 Car Details Page 
All the information and car pictures of the selected car will be shown in this 
page. Actually Figure 3.13 is almost same with the Figure 3.5, the only difference i 
that Figure 3 .13 contains the "Send email to owner" button, which lets the member t 
send email to the owner of that car if the member is really intere red in that car. 
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Figure 3.13: Car Details Page 
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3.2.5 EMAIL MODULE 
This module enables contact between members. 
3.2.5.1 Send Email Page 
This page provides the send email to the car owner function. Member need to 
fill in then form and click the "send" button. A message will be shown to tell member 
whether the send email process is success or fail. 
"'l!..S:<:m:i:- e1rnr:m::~F'?E'4110:imare.a:c;::amr;;;z;:;:i•1ttT:i:.:c1 ; i  .. •--•-•r••om •• n~ 
,..., t:ll' .,.._ ,.._...... 1u.:.ft t«J 
.Jitl Isl .. 
.... 11 .. \'.,·\,>j 
ti Y~"'-1 11111·c in4UCt>ICd •• tit< ..:IW' , ••• , 111111 .. c ju•I ........ bcl.;--.c.. vie••• (il_l ... '''" l.,w'ln 
b<l"'v h) con•ad wfcl1 •ltir Ql1 "-uc:f. 
<'111•'-" No, 
~·hi•'-''' 
r:: T"j -;;...-,. r----- 
r 
r 
r ·- I 
I 
I 
I r..;-~)~---------------~ 
' l .. .,,,,, .... 
Figure .14: end Email I a re 
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3.2.6 SEARCH MODULE 
This module enables members of the system to search for cars that satisfy 
several criteria that they have set. 
3.2.6.1 Search Page 
In this page, if the search form is submitted without enter any value, all cars will 
be shown as the result, otherwise the results are only those cars that satisfy the criteria 
set by the user in the search form. The results of the search will be shown in the View 
Car Page, same as what is shown in figure 3 .12. 
C.:·U' s .. ~rchinc:. 
Plc••c fill in lh( ti<ld' below Dud 11.n..:t f<• fiud )'f>UI' dc11i1cd c•1·, 
Make: .::I 
:-lunobc1 Of Door: ,.- • 
Nutuhc:.- Of <;c••: r--- 
Price: i: .. r.o\'ron1f ndr-· 
cu,..<uc. r 
CO T'l•yu· r: 
AU~ Br"kc..i I 
Al 1111 r 
Figure 3.15: Search Page 
3.2.7 VEHICLE EDITING MODULE 
This module enable owner of the cars t edit the inf rrnation r upl ad and 
remove the car picture . Thi is to make sure that the inf rmati n is updat •d. 
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3.2.7.1 My Car Page 
This page shows all the cars that the member has advertised. The cars will be List 
down with the information about the make, model and registration number of the car. In 
order to edit the information of a particular car, the member has to click on the "Edit" 
hyperlink to go to the Car Editing Page. 
I! Gtriim:t'*¢mtUC I,, .. 
,,,.,.., • ~ . 13 jJ '.'j l;l:;o..... .iJ ..... ,.. ~.,.,.,. ..J ".)· -' _,j • _J .. , .,:, ) ~ 0 !{ 
. ~. - ::J' iJGo Lri· ... "1 ~{l~ • r 
ii'.'~ Make ~lo.ti~ l!ui!J •ivu l'\'HJnbcr 
Kia S1.-ctrn l'l)V JJ<k' 
l Ni,c~!lll Sa1tra AEA 1.!l~ ~.dit 
Audi Coupie l'llC M<iJ ""' 01•.it111tsu C11111ode f..,pcl 1\011 268 p,)i, 
Figure 3.16: My Car Page 
3.2. 7.2 Car Editing Page 
The Car Editing Page allows the owner of the car to edit the informati n of the 
car. The owner also can upload pictures, as long as not more than 5 picture , and 
remove pictures. 
Figure 3 .17 below is the Car diting Page while the Figure . I i the ar 
Pictures Editing Pop-up Window that Jets the car owner to upload r remove car 
pictures. That window will pop-up when the car wner click 11 the "Add/I em 
Pictures" button. 
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Figure 3 .17: Car Editing Page 
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Since the car owner is only allowed to upload five pictures, so an error message 
will appear if the car owners try to upload more than five pictures. 
Figure 3.19: Car Pictures Editing with Error Message 
3.2.8 PROFILE EDITING MODULE 
This module enables members to edit their personal details. 
3.2.8.1 My Profile Page 
Error 
Message 
This page will show all the information of the member. If the member wants to 
edit the. details, he or she needs to click the "Edit Profile" button. 
h1~Nru1..c: Li.r:u 
La.fl N1:uuc: Kl• 
Ckndcr: Male 
City: f1•ol1 
Stl'ltc: Pcr'tlk 
t !'1111. •' ;.--------- 
l Alh.4.oi',. rrvrl't.f';'"" 
"" 
Figure .20: My Profile Pa 'C 
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3.2.8.2 Profile Editin2 Page 
Members will come to this Profile Editing Page after they click the "Edit 
Profile" button in the My Profile Page. Here, members can update their details by 
clicking the "Update" button. If the update process is success, it will redirect to the My 
Profile page. 
All ~<1>Jn• R<t•n><d ~02 . 
~p.,,... 
~• .. E.•lithte, 
Please ch:mf'C the infonw:.tion arliC'I •ubmit to update )"NW' pm rile. 
Type: r- Comp:Ul}' r':' PcnrC'ln:\J 
Co"'l'""Y Na1h<: ,_-- 
F""'Sf Nrunc: rL:::----- 
r.o.,;1 Nunte: ,.,. 
Ckndcr. t: M..tl,.. r-frnwk- 
Email; J1.111l1{~'lC1n10Jco11 
Update 
Button 
Stale: r f"•tt~ 3 
Figure 3 .21: Profile Editing Page 
3.2.9 LOAN CALCULATION MODULE 
This module can be used as a guide to help users estimate the monthly payment 
according to the loan amount, interest rate and loan term. lt also helps u ers t e timate 
the new loan term and the money that they can ave due to the extra repayment. 
3.2.9.1 Loan Calculation Pae;c 
The three steps in the loan calculation proccs are very clear and ·a. t 
understand in order to help the u ers. 
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Figure 3.22 Loan Calculation Page 
3.2.10 CONTACT MODULE 
This module enables the members of the system to contact with the 
administrators of the system by sending email. 
3.2.10.1 Contact Us Page 
Before the members can send the email to the administrators, they have t fill in 
their name, email, contact number, the subject and their comment. An email will be 
send to the administrator when the members click on the" end" button. A me a ze will 
be shown to tell the members whether the email ha been sent ucce full r not. 
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Need 1'00'Jc iofomut~u alh'Ut t}~ wcbsilc and 01u S<rvi-:<s? Don'r hesitate h> send 
an c1-rntil t(\ us: and we wilJ rcpiyto you S('C1n. 
Nnmc: 
E111.il i---·------ l j 
_j Contact N,,:f 
Sul>ject: :-------- 
Com111<111: 
.:J 
(_-....,['"'---------------Send 
Button 
Figure 3.23 Contact Us Page 
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CHAPTER 4: ADMINISTRATOR SECTION 
The following section will describe all the functions in the administrator section 
of Online Used Car Advertising System. In order to get into the administrator section, 
the administrators need to do login by using their email and password in the home page. 
If the email and password are correct, it will redirect to the Administration Main Page, 
otherwise an error message will be shown in the login page. 
Basically there are four modules in the administrator section, which are the Add 
Administrator Module, User Accounts Management Module, Car Category 
Management Module and the Vehicle Records Management Module. All these modules 
are provided so that the administrators can manage and maintain all the records stored 
in the database. 
4.1 ADD ADMINISTRATOR MODULE 
This module enables administrators to add others administrator. The information 
of the new administrator, such as the name, email and password will be filled into the 
form and add as a record in the database. 
4.1.1 Administration Maio Page 
This is the first page where the administrators will reach after they login 
successfully. There is a menu bar in every page which enable administrator t will t 
others page easily. In this page, new administrator can be added. When the "Add ' 
button is clicked, the record will be saved into the database. A me 
tell the administrator whether the process is success or fail. 
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Message 
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Figure 4.1: Administration Main Page 
4.2 USER ACCOUNTS MANAGEMENT MODULE 
This module enables the administrators to manage the record of all members. 
Administrators can view the details of all the members in a list, update the details of the 
members or even delete the record of the members in the database. 
4.2. l Member Listing Page 
This page will list down the records of all the members of the system according 
to the Member ID. Administrator can view the details or update the details by click n 
the Member ID of the selected record to go to the Member Detail Page. To add a new 
record of the member, the "Add New Record" button must be click o that it will 
redirect to the Member Details Page. To delete members' record, administrat r can d 
that after they get into the Member Details Page or they can delete record by mak • a 
tick in the checkbox and then click the" elete becked Record " butt n. A · nfirm 
message will prompt out before the records arc deleted. Plea c r Ic to H iurc 
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Figure 4.2: Member Listing Page with Record Added Message 
4.2.2 Member Details Pa2e 
There are three actions that can be taken by the administrator when they get 
into the Member Details Page. Those actions are: 
• Add Member 
If the administrator click the "Add New Record" button in the Member Li tin, 
Page, then the "Add" button will be shown in the Member etails Page, a 
shown in Figure 4.3. If the administrator click the "Add" button and the rec rd 
is successfully added into the database, it will redirect back t the Member 
Listing Page with the message "Record Added" hown, as depicted in fi urc 
• Update Member Record 
All the detail of the selected member are how11 in a fi 1 m if th' ad111i11istrat r 
clicks on the Member I in the Member Li tin' Pa 1e. Th" "l pdat ·' I 11tt< n ill 
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appears and the administrator can updates the details by click on it. This is 
shown in Figure 4.4. If the record is successfully updated, then it will redirect 
back to the Member Listing Page with the message "Record Updated" shown. 
• Delete Member Record 
Administrators can delete the selected record by click on the "Delete" button in 
Member Details Page. Please refer Figure 4.4. If the record is successfully 
deleted, it will redirect back to the Member Listing Page with the message 
"Record Deleted" shown. 
There is also a "Back To List" button in the Member Details Page no matter 
what the action is to be taken. It enables administrator to click on it to go back to the 
listing page. 
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Figure 4.4: Member Details Page - Update and Delete Member Record 
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4.3 CAR CATEGORY MANAGEMENT MODULE 
This module enables the administrators to manage the records of all car 
categories. Administrators can view the details of all car categories in a list, update the 
details of the car category or even delete the record of the car category in the database. 
4.3. l Car Category Listing Page 
This page will list down the records of all the car categories of the system 
according to the Category ID. Administrator can view the details or update the details 
by click on the Category ID of the selected record to go to the Car Category Details 
Page. To add a new record of the car category, the "Add New Record" button must be 
click so that it will redirect to the Car Category Details Page. To delete any car category 
record, administrators can do that after they get into the Car Category Details Page or 
they can delete records by make a tick in the checkbox and then click the "Delete 
Checked Records" button. A confirm message will prompt out before the records are 
deleted. Please refer Figure 4.9. 
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4.3.2 Car Category Details Page 
There are three actions that can be taken by the administrators when they get 
into the Car Category Details Page. Actually it is almost the same as the Member 
Details Page. Those actions are: 
• Add Car Category 
This will add new car category record into the database. It is similar to the Add 
Member function in 4.2.2. The add car category record form is shown in Figure 
4.7. 
• Update Car Category Record 
This will update the car category record in the database. It is similar to the 
Update Member Record function in 4.2.2. The form is shown in Figure 4.8. 
• Delete Car Category Record 
This will delete the car category record in the database. It is similar to the elete 
Member Record function in 4.2.2. The delete record form is shown in "igure 4.9 
There is also a "Back To List" button in the Car Category Details Page. 
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Figure 4.8: Car Category Details Page - Update and Delete Car Category Record 
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Figure 4.9: Car Category Listing Page with Delete onfirmation Mes ate 
4.4 VEHICLE RECORDS MANAGEMENT MOOU LE 
This module enables the administrators to rnana e the records fall cars 
advertised in the web ite. Adrnini trator can view the detail. fall .ars, updat • th· 
details of the car or even delete the record of the car in the databa . 
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4.4.1 Car Listing Page 
This page will list down all the cars according to their Car ID. In order to keep 
the interface nicer, not all the details are shown in the table but the administrator still 
can view all details of the car by click on the selected Car ID to go into the Car Details 
Page. 
There are two extra fields shown in the table that are quite useful. For the "Top" 
field, if the value is "False", that particular car will not be shown in the home page. On 
the other hand, if the value if "True", means that particular car will be shown in the 
home page. Normally those cars that are already advertised for a long period but still 
not sold yet will be set the value to "True" in order to attract more attention from the 
users. The number of cars allowed to be show in the home page is 8. 
The "Days Left" field is used to indicate how many days left from the expiry 
date of the advertised car. If the value is"-", means that the car is not start advertise yet. 
If the value is a number, then the number is the days left from the expiry date. When the 
days left is less than or equal to 7, then the number will be shown in red colour, 
otherwise will be shown in black colour. This field is used to attract the administrator 
attention about those cars that should be stop advertises soon. 
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Others fields that are shown in the table are Car ID, Make, Model, Year Of 
Make, Registration Number, Transmission, Price, Mileage, City, State, Duration and the 
Status. If the car is being advertised, the value of the Status field is "True" and the value 
is "False" if the car is not start advertise yet. 
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Figure 4.11: Car Listing Page 
4.4.2 Car Details Page 
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There are three actions that can be taken by the admini trators when they get 
into the Car Category Details Page, similar to the Member Details Page. Th e action 
are: 
• Add Car 
This will add new car record into the databa e. ft is imilar t the Add Member 
function in 4.2.2. The add car record f rm L shown in l·i 'Ur· tt. I 
• Update ar Record 
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This will update the car record in the database. It is similar to the Update 
Member Record function in 4.2.2. The update car record form is shown in 
Figure 4.13. 
• Delete Car Record 
This will delete the car record in the database. It is similar to the Delete Member 
Record function in 4.2.2. The delete car record form is shown in Figure 4.14. 
ADl\11NISTR.\TIO'.': 
Add 
Button 
igure 4.12: ar ctails Pa re Add ar 
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Figure 4.13: Car Details Page - Update ar Rec rd 
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AU\ll!\lSTRATION 
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Figure 4.14: Car Listing Page with Delete Confirmation Message 
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